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Current titles are marked with a ★.


398874X MURDUN. By Vincent McCarthy. A bookbound, Henry Sullivan buys and sells books he finds at estate auctions and library sales around Boston and often from the relatives of the recently deceased. But when a woman from his past asks him to look at her late husband’s books, he’s drawn into a family dark secrets will have total results. 271 pages. Small Beer Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. ★ $9.95

2878127 THE LOST BOOK OF THE GRAIL. By Charlie Lovett. Arthur Prescott is happiest when surrounded by the ancient books and manuscripts of the Barchester Cathedral Library, a refuge from the University of Barchester, where he teaches English. Here he works to uncover a long lost secret about the cathedral’s past and its connections to King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table. 317 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00. ★ $9.45

369089X WILDWING SISTERS. By Eve Chase. When Margot and her three sisters arrive at Applecote Manor in July 1959, they expect a quiet English country summer. Instead they find their aunt and uncle still reeling from the disappearance of their daughter Audrey. Fifty years later, Jessie moves her family to idyllic Applecote Manor, but finds herself haunted by the strange rumors that surround the manor. 330 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. ★ $9.45

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

* means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>8.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>6.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

Scan to get the total tax rate including local taxes.
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Mysteries & Whodunits

LIMITED QUANTITY 3877663 FORCE OF NATURE. By Jane Harper. When five colleagues go on a camping trip in the wilderness, one of the women doesn’t come out. Federal Agent Aaron Falk has a keen interest in the missing hiker. In just a matter of weeks, he’s supposed to help bring down both the company she works for and the people she works with. 326 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99

3876572 THE SECRETS OF THE LAST BASTIDE BLANCHE. By M.L. Longworth. Valere Barbier who once shared dinners with French presidents and rock stars, has moved into La Bastide Blanche, a grand house left empty for years. Is Valere imagining the eerie chills that fill the bastide at night? Is he losing his mind? Or have ghosts returned from past to haunt him? 316 pages. Penguin. Pap. at $10.99

THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY STORIES 2018. Ed. by Louise Penny. Features twenty clever, creative selections, ranging from a Nigerian confidence game, a drug made of dinosaur bones, a bombing at an oil company, a putrid guantlet of the 1850s in the many other scams, dangers, and thrills lurking in its suspenseful pages. 411 pages. Houghton Mifflin. Pap. at $15.95

2950104 LONG BLACK VEIL. By Jennifer Finney Boylan. On a warm August night in 1969, six college students sneak into the dilapidated ruins of Philadelphia’s Eastern State Penitentiary, looking for a thrill, but the terrifying night ends in tragedy. Decades later, new evidence is found, and the seasoned detective investigating the cold case charges one of them with murder. 290 pages. Crown. Pap. at $20.95

★ 2016748 THE GREEN MURDER. By Joan D. Vinge. Some members of the Greene family keep dying while the pool of possible perpetrators keeps shrinking. Philo Vance, the independently wealthy and staggeringly brilliant sleuth, uses his distinctive skills to unravel the murders, though sadly not before most of the Greene family has been bumped off. 310 pages. Paperback. Pap. at $14.95

★ 3832783 HOUNDED TO DEATH. By Rita Mae Brown. “Sister” Jane Arnold has traveled to Kentucky for one of the biggest events of the season: the Mid America Hound Show, where foxhounds, bassetts, and beagles gather to strut their champion bloodline stuff. But the fun is squelched when one of the competitors turns up dead, and the bodies keep piling up, 276 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pap. at $13.99

★ 3820225 THIEF IN THE NIGHT. By Rita Mae Brown. Millions of dollars are being missed after a long overdue audit of the local aluminum plant reveals a major discrepancy. The orner bookkeeper is no help, and when fuzzy math suddenly includes the bookkeeper, it’s up to “Sister” Jane Arnold, master of the Jefferson Hunt Club, to find the answers. 334 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pap. at $13.95

★ 3878350 SPLINTER IN THE BLOOD. By Delia Ephron. Long before she learns anything about the killer and she’s not talking. Ruth Lake is also now leading the Thorn Killer investigation while her wounded partner, Detective Greg Howard, is not talking. Ruth Lake doesn’t matter that the rest of the force are counting on her. She’s ready to cross every line, sacrificing all, to keep the secret from surfacing. 390 pages. Morrow. Pap. at $26.99

★ 6571263 FALLING DARKNESS. By Karen Harper. Claire’s forensic psychology training never prepared her for plane crashes, or how to help fellow survivors cope, huddled in rafts, waiting a rescue that may never come. When they do reach dry land, Nick tries to secure transport to a northern hospital. It’s almost no clues, and her team and his find themselves emmeshed in the most difficult case of their careers. 323 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $26.99

★ 388970X FRAGILE. By Lisa Unger. Everybody knows everybody in The Hollows, a quaint, charming town. But when the girlfriend of Maggie’s teenager son disappears, and her husband, Jones, becomes the lead detective on the case, the unsolved murder of her own daughter seems to haunt him. 316 pages. Pegasus. Pap. at $27.00

★ 2017015 DEAD, TO BEGIN WITH. By Bill Crider. In Clearview, Texas, a wealthy recluse is leaving the consistence of an old open house. When he falls to his death, Sheriff Dan Rhodes suspects that he’s been murdered, even though there doesn’t seem to be a motive. The sheriff then begins to look for motives buried in the past. 322 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $25.99

★ 3971520 A DEATH IN LIVE OAK. By James Grippando. When the body of Jamal, president of a prominent black fraternity is found, and most of the fraternity is accused of the crime, Jack Swyteck becomes the lead defense attorney, risking his own reputation, Jack who has devoted his life to the law and his family history, but his investigation is also to uncover the truth. 371 pages. Harper. Pap. at $27.99

★ 7614659 UNTIL PROVEN GUILTY. By J.A. Jance. A little five year old girl has been murdered, and Homicide Detective J.P. Beaumont of the Seattle Police Department isn’t going to rest until her killer pays dearly. 328 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pap. at $13.95

★ 3849293 SEE WHAT I HAVE DONE. By Sarah Schmitt. Recalls one of the most shocking suicide cases in Los Angeles history: the so-called “Murder at the Seashore,” in which the body of a woman and her lover were found on the beach with no apparent cause of death. 326 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pap. at $26.00

★ 6571088 ARIZONA HEAT. By Linda L. Miller. Danger is stalking the citizens of Cave Creek, Arizona. Mojo Shepphack’s adopted son, Andy is deeply into drugs, and the cop who’s stuck by her against all odds–work to keep the young man out of trouble. 328 pages. HarperCollins. Pap. at $13.95

2822624 FADE TO BLACK. By David Rosenfelt. After getting shot in the line of duty, New Jersey state police officer Doug Brock has been busy rebuilding his life. But when fellow support group membere is accused of the murder of her ex-husband, Doug realizes the trouble is just beginning. Soon he’s questioning everything he thought he knew about his past. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $25.99

★ 384935X BARK OF NIGHT. By David Rosenfelt. When defense lawyer Andy Carpenter gets a call about the murder of his client, he immediately thinks it’s a disaster. But when he learns that the victim was a college professor who had been diagnosed with early-stage Alzheimer’s disease, he realizes the real problem—it’s been discovered that the professor’s real owner has been murdered. It’s now up to Andy to solve the case. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $27.95

★ 3952013 TEN DEAD COMEDIANS. By Fred Van Lente. Ten avowed comedians are summoned to the island retreat of legendary funnyman Dustin Walker. All nine arrive via boat to discover that every building on the island is deserted–and they soon find themselves being murdered one by one. 292 pages. Quirk. Paperback. Pap. at $14.99

★ 3872046 A BAKER STREET WEDDING. By Michael Robertson. Baker Street Chambers has been brought to a standstill by the wedding of Reggie Heath, Q.C., and the celebrated actress Laura Rankin. It was all in the tabloids—what was Laura Rankin doing in a place like Baker Street Chambers? Now Laura is acting strangely, and Reggie is out of his depth. He must have help, or his worst fears and more will be realized. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $29.95

3874516 TEN DEAD COMEDIANS. By Fred Van Lente. Ten avowed comedians are summoned to the island retreat of legendary funnyman Dustin Walker. All nine arrive via boat to discover that every building on the island is deserted–and they soon find themselves being murdered one by one. 292 pages. Quirk. Paperback. Pap. at $14.99

3754136 THE DYING HOURS. By Mark Billingham. Newly demoted and struggling to adjust, Tom Thorne becomes convinced that a spate of suicides among the elderly in London is something more sinister. When his concern is confirmed by the murder squad he once worked for, he decides to investigate alone. 390 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pap. at $15.00

2814994 THE RIVER OF KINGS. By Taylor Bell. Brett, the police chief of a small New England town, chalks off to kayak the Altamaha River, bearing their father’s ashes toward the sea. Hunter is a college student. Lawton a Navy SEAL, on leave; raised by this angry enigmatic shrimper who loved the river and whose death remains a mystery that his sons are determined to solve. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $25.99

3848342 THE SHADOWS WE HIDE. By Allen Eskens. Joe Talbert Jr. has never had a reporter for the Associated Press, he comes across a story describing the murder of a man named Joseph Talbert. Full of curiosity, Joe begins to push the past, to piece together pieces of his family history, but his investigation is also putting him in danger, and possibly a grave of his own. 343 pages. Mulholland. Pap. at $27.90

3821778 HEARTBREAK HOTEL. By Jonathan Kellerman. People will do anything to keep secrets. No more so than the enigmatic Valerie Stiles, widow of the FBI’s former director. When he dies, she wishes to be euthanized. But that’s not what he wanted. The man who did the deed was the Reverend Crider. In Clearview, Texas, a wealthy recluse is missing. The woman’s body is found in a “Swamp Bitch” killing, and her friend of Maggie’s teenage son disappears. But when he falls to his death, Sheriff Dan Rhodes suspects that he’s been murdered, even though there doesn’t seem to be a motive. The sheriff then begins to look for motives buried in the past. 322 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $25.99

39567732 THE BEST CRIME STORIES EVER TOLD. Ed. by Dorothy L. Sayers. For fans of mystery, here is a handpicked collection of 26 outstanding stories from the Golden Age of Detective Fiction, originally chosen by Sayers and newly introduced by Otto Penzler. Contains work from such writers as Edgar Allan Poe, Wilkie Collins, Ambrose Bierce, and many others. 366 pages. Skyhorse. Pap. at $12.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3840425 BIBLIONIESTS VOLUME TWO: Stories of Crime in the World of Books and Bookstores. Ed. by Otto Penzler. Whether your taste is for the traditional mystery, something a little more hard boiled, or the bizarre and humorous, you will find your exact cup of tea in this outstanding collection of fifteen stories by the most distinguished mystery writers working today. 615 pages. Paperback. Pap. at $18.95

3754316 THE DYING HOURS. By Mark Billingham. Newly demoted and struggling to adjust, Tom Thorne becomes convinced that a spate of suicides among the elderly in London is something more sinister. When his concern is confirmed by the murder squad he once worked for, he decides to investigate alone. 390 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pap. at $15.00
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find the killer. 345 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00

\textbf{3814416} CONSUMED. By J.R. Ward. Anne is a woman consumed—by her bitter fame, her malevolent fire, and a fiery lover—by her first, but not by her last. 406 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.99

\textbf{2938553} MISS JULIA WEATHERS THE STORM. By Ann B. Ross. Miss Julia's sweet and generous husband has invited family and friends on a working vacation. Just as they happen upon a body outside, but it isn't who they think it is. When her brother, Philip, helps her search the house, and they happen upon another body, and another, and another... Can Miss Julia solve this most perplexing of cases? 272 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00

\textbf{3804178} THE SPIDER #10: The Cholera King/The Spider and the Deathless. By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge. The plague-infected town of San Fran...}

\textbf{3804062} THE BLACK BAT #7: The Black Bat and the Red Menace/The Black Bat's Judge. By W.R. Jones. Re-introducing the cowled crime-buster, D.A. Tony Quinn, whose career paralleled Batman's...

380376 DOC SAVAGE #72: The Purple Death/The Stone Man. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1940. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380382 DOC SAVAGE #73: The Purple Death/The Key of Despair. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380387 DOC SAVAGE #74: The Terror Train/World's Fair Goblin. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380392 DOC SAVAGE #75: The Dynamo/Death to the Sparrow. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1939. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380397 DOC SAVAGE #76: The Purple Death/The Wheels of Justice. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1940. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380402 DOC SAVAGE #77: The Purple Death/The Three Gold Crowns. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1939. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380407 DOC SAVAGE #78: The Purple Death/The Cloud. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1939. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380412 DOC SAVAGE #79: The Purple Death/Ocean of Petrified Ice. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380417 DOC SAVAGE #80: The Purple Death/Dead Man's Hand. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380422 DOC SAVAGE #81: The Purple Death/Terror of the Green Lagoon. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380427 DOC SAVAGE #82: The Purple Death/The Breadth of the Earth. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380432 DOC SAVAGE #83: The Purple Death/Death to the Orphan. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380437 DOC SAVAGE #84: The Purple Death/Death to the Scarlet Cord. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380442 DOC SAVAGE #85: The Purple Death/Death to the Black Folk. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380447 DOC SAVAGE #86: The Purple Death/Death to the Purple People. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380452 DOC SAVAGE #87: The Purple Death/Death to the Golden Crown. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380457 DOC SAVAGE #88: The Purple Death/Death to the Black Dog. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380462 DOC SAVAGE #89: The Purple Death/Death to the Black Cat. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

380467 DOC SAVAGE #90: The Purple Death/Death to the Black Widow. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
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**Mysteries & Whodunits**


3751837 THE LONG DROP. By Denise Mina. In 1950s Glasgow, William Watt's wife, daughter, and sister-in-law are all found slaughtered in their beds. Although Watt has an ironclad alibi, the police are convinced he is guilty. Years after his wife's death, Lucy Lancaster proves Watt's innocence and the real killer. 236 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3791149 MURDER ONCE REMOVED. By S.C. Perkins. Using clues from a journal she discovered, genealogist Lucy Lancaster proves that Texas billionaire Gus Halloran's ancestor was murdered back in 1849. What's more, Lucy is able to tell Gus who was partly responsible for the death. But Lucy will find that shaking the branches of some family trees proves them to be more dangerous than she ever thought possible. 318 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3842975 THE BEAT GOES ON: The Whisperer, Dark Avenger stories by Ian Rankin. This is the ultimate Ian Rankin treasure trove: a must-have for aficionados and crime lovers as well as a superb introduction for anyone looking to experience DI John Rebus, and the dark and twist-filled crimes he has to investigate. 451 pages. Orion. $7.95

3833321 BLOODY SCOTLAND. Ed. by James Crawford. From murder in a Hebridean blackhouse and a macabre tale of revenge among the furios clamor of an 18th century mill, to a dark psychological thriller set within the tourist throng of Edinburgh Castle, this collection of twelve stories uncovers the intimate—and deadly—connections between people and places. 276 pages. Pegasus. $5.95

3809079 A SPELL OF MURDER. By Clea Simon. Becca wants to believe she has psychic powers. With nothing but time, she's studying to become a witch. What she doesn't know is that her husband is a real live real estate agent. Maybe that's why Trent, the coven's handsome leader shows her special attention, and why Suzanne, a coven member, shaves her head to lead the group. 294 pages. Polis Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95


3805102 DOC SAVAGE #48: Red Snow/Death Had Yellow Eyes. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Fighting five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two pulse-pounding pulp thrillers originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


3804755 DOC SAVAGE #12: The Squeaking Goblin/The Evil Gnome. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil doers in these two thrilling pulp classics originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


3804819 DOC SAVAGE #18: The Monsters/The Whisker of Hercules. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood have so few triumphed over so many villains. The band of four is transmuted into a Band of Iron, and his team fight evil in these two thrilling pulp classics originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3804174 THE SAMARITAN. By Mason Cross. Where the mutilated body of a young woman is discovered in the Santa Monica Mountains, LAPD Detective Jessica Allen knows she's seen this before—two and a half years ago on the other side of the country. That investigation led up to volunteer in his service. 407 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


3805107 DOC SAVAGE #49: The Terror in the Navy/Waves of Death. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood have so few triumphed over so many villains. The band of four is transmuted into a Band of Iron, and his team fight evil in these two thrilling pulp classics originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/827
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After the trap she had set for him fails, she loses her job and Westergaard may be connected to her investigation into the 2823780 of unpublished work. 306 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00

Hardboiled Detectives & Private Eyes


166 pages. Archana. Pub. at $29.95


2794284 BROKEN TRUST. By W. E. B. Griffin & W. E. Butterworth IV. Having investigated his share of gruesome killings, Philadelphia Homicide Sergeant Matt Payne is beginning to think that nothing can shock him—until the case of a woman found murdered on his doorstep. How is it possible that the beautiful and brilliant Camilla Rose Morgan willingly jumped from the balcony of her penthouse? 358 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $22.99

3794575 DYING TO LIVE. By Michael Stanley. A Bushman is discovered dead near the Central Kalahari Game Reserve. Although the man looks old enough to have died of natural causes, the police suspect foul play. The Bushman’s partner tracks the steps of Detective Kubu Benui as he sets out to peel back the layers of deception and track down the killer. 324 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99

3833478 DISTRICT VIII. By Adam LeBor. Life’s tough for a Gypsy detective in Budapest. The cops don’t trust you because you’re a Gypsy. Your fellow Gypsies shun you because you’re a cop. However, don’t care. When Balthazar Kovacs, a detective with the city’s murder squad, gets a mysterious text message, he goes to work solving the case. 358 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

SOLD OUT

3982780 THE FIFTH FLOOR. By Michael Harvey. When his estranged daughter Katherine appears on his doorstep, ex-Detective Frank Eider knows that something is wrong. Katherine's ex-boyfriend, the mob's enforcer, has broken down her affair with a controversial artist and has sent her to a tailspin—which culminates in murder. 284 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

SOLD OUT

3979287 GHOSTS OF GALWAY. By Ken Bruen. As well-versed in politics, pop culture, and crime fiction as he is ill-fated in life, Jack Taylor is recovering from a failed suicide attempt. In need of money, and with tomorrow's execution of a major criminal looming, he is hired as a night-shift security guard. But his Ukrainian boss has Jack in mind for some unexpected off the books work. 330 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $9.95

2795516 THE KINGDOM OF THE BLIND. By Louise Penny. The investigation into what happened six months ago, leading to Armand Gamache’s suspension has dragged on. While most of the opioids he allowed to slip through have died of natural causes, the police suspect foul play. Poachers, witch doctors, and mass drug cartels are coming. 279 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $16.00

3785038 THE STOLEN ONES. By Owen Lacombe. In the aftermath of a mutual friend’s deputy found dead in the mud, a young woman next to him, with no ID, no English—and holding a gun. The murdered police investigator Kirk Stevens and FBI special agent Carla Windermere are thrown into the trail of international sex-trafficking ring. 371 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $16.00

SOLD OUT

3783797 KINGDOM OF THE BLIND. By Louise Penny. The investigation into what happened six months ago, leading to Armand Gamache’s suspension has dragged on. While most of the opioids he allowed to slip through have died of natural causes, the police suspect foul play. Poachers, witch doctors, and mass drug cartels are coming. 279 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $16.00

369404X CADILLAC JUKEBOX. By James Lee Burke. When Detective Dave Sabatino is asked to investigate the murder of a local artist, his memory is a blur, and his alibi flimsy. Sabatino discovers he may have committed the crime he’s been assigned to investigate. 447 pages. S&S. Pub. at $16.00

2912953 LAST CAR TO ELYSIAN FIELDS. By James Lee Burke. When Detective Dave Sabatino is asked to investigate the murder of a local artist, his memory is a blur, and his alibi flimsy. Sabatino discovers he may have committed the crime he’s been assigned to investigate. 447 pages. S&S. Pub. at $16.00

6251051 THE GIRL ON THE BRIDGE. By James Hayman. Those responsible for the drugging and vicious assault of Hannah Reindel at a college fraternity party have never feared or faced justice. Until now. After Hannah’s suicide, Detective Harry Hole is tasked with finding the killer before any more of Hannah’s attackers are executed. 353 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

2901071 COLD HEARTED RIVER. By Keith McCafferty. When a woman goes missing in a frozen snowstorm and is found dead in the wrong side of the bar wondering if the trail might be deeper and darker than he’s been led to believe. 306 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

2823780 PARADISE VALLEY. By C.J. Box. Investigator Cassie Dewell fears that the disappearance of young Kyle Westergaard may be connected to her investigation into the unsolved disappearances of a series of girls in the area. After the trap she had set for him fails, she loses her job and must now rely on her own wits to take him down. 340 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

2823780 PARADISE VALLEY. By C.J. Box. Investigator Cassie Dewell fears that the disappearance of young Kyle Westergaard may be connected to her investigation into the unsolved disappearances of a series of girls in the area. After the trap she had set for him fails, she loses her job and must now rely on her own wits to take him down. 340 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

6825301 THE GIRL ON THE BRIDGE. By James Hayman. Those responsible for the drugging and vicious assault of Hannah Reindel at a college fraternity party have never feared or faced justice. Until now. After Hannah’s suicide, Detective Harry Hole is tasked with finding the killer before any more of Hannah’s attackers are executed. 353 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

369404X CADILLAC JUKEBOX. By James Lee Burke. When Detective Dave Sabatino is asked to investigate the murder of a local artist, his memory is a blur, and his alibi flimsy. Sabatino discovers he may have committed the crime he’s been assigned to investigate. 447 pages. S&S. Pub. at $16.00

SOLD OUT

3782778 THE REDBREAST. By Jo Nesbo. Detective Harry Hole embraced the force, and for his blunders he’s been reassigned to mundane surveillance tasks. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities with the Norwegian military, he discovers a mystery with deep roots in Norway’s dark past. 375 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $16.00

3755797 THE REDBREAST. By Jo Nesbo. Detective Harry Hole embraced the force, and for his blunders he’s been reassigned to mundane surveillance tasks. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities with the Norwegian military, he discovers a mystery with deep roots in Norway’s dark past. 375 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $16.00

2898860 LIBRARY OF THE DEAD. By Glen Cooper. New York special agent Will Piper is tired. He’s on the wrong side of forty, he drinks too much, and he’s lost the fire that led him into the FBI. And so when he’s assigned to a mysterious serial murder case, 372 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

2888600 LIBRARY OF THE DEAD. By Glen Cooper. New York special agent Will Piper is tired. He’s on the wrong side of forty, he drinks too much, and he’s lost the fire that led him into the FBI. And so when he’s assigned to a mysterious serial murder case, 372 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

3782778 THE REDBREAST. By Jo Nesbo. Detective Harry Hole embraced the force, and for his blunders he’s been reassigned to mundane surveillance tasks. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities with the Norwegian military, he discovers a mystery with deep roots in Norway’s dark past. 375 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $16.00

SOLD OUT
**Female Detectives**

**382912X BROKEN PLACES.** By Tracy Clark. Cass Raines, private eye, is taking just enough work to pay the rent. Because the only father figure she has ever known, Father Ray, asks her to look into a spat of vandalism at Gap, Tennessee, Ex-Marine Brynn Callahan faces a first homicide when the mutilated remains of a woman are found dead in an apparent suicide. 326 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $25.99

**3863282 SAVE ME FROM DANGEROUS MEN.** By S.A. Leichuk. Private investigator Felix Griffin likes to teach men who have hurt the women they claim to love, a lesson. To teach them what it feels like to be hurt and helpless, so she can be sure that their victims are safe from them forever. When she intervenes in one case, she finds herself trying hard to stay alive. 326 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99

**3817032 KILLER LOOK.** By Linda Fairstein. High fashion means high stakes, as Alex Cooper quickly discovers when businessman and designer Wolf Savage is found dead in an apparent suicide, minus 385 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.99

**3862828 INTO THE NIGHT.** By Sarah Bailey. After the shocking murder of a high-profile celebrity, Melbourne's Detective Sergeant Gemma Woodstock must pull back the layers of a grime discover who among the victim's friends and family can be trusted—and who may be the killer. 404 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.99

**3879578 NOW YOU SEE THEM.** By Ely Griffiths. When an investigation into a string of disappearing girls starts, former detective Emma Stephens sees her chance to get back in the action after marriage and children. She begins her own hunt, determined to prove that her ex is not better than the other. 358 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**3834147 THIS FALLEN PREY.** By Kelley Armstrong. When Casey first arrived in the off the grid town, an isolated community built as a safe place for runaways, her husband had no idea what to expect—certainly not to be the homicide detective on two separate cases or to begin a romantic relationship with her boss. 326 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99

**3899875 FRACTURED TRUTH.** By Susan Furlong. Not long after donning the uniform of the McCready County Sheriff's department in Bone Gap, an address and phone number is left on the door of Kylee Pleasant. The former inquest coroner lives in a secluded mountain cabin. After she finds and tracks down a killer driven by twisted motives. 326 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**3894171 LEVERAGE IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. When marketing VP Paul Logan walks into a Manhattan office building strapped with explosives, the headlines tell a tale of death and destruction. But Evan Dallas does all she can to identify the sender of the poison. But when someone else dies in the same grisly manner, it's up to Evan Dallas to find out who sent the poison. 358 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99

**3843297 GOLDEN IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. While the tabloid journalists to identify the deadly toxin that killed Dr. Abner. Eve Dallas does all she can to identify the sender of the poison. But when someone else dies in the same grisly manner, it's up to Evan Dallas to find out who sent the poison. 358 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99

**LIMITED QUANTITY**

**385082X THE STOLEN GIRLS.** By Patricia Gibney. Detective Lottie Tallant is on edge, haunted by her tragic past and struggling to keep her family together through difficult times. Can she fight her own demons and catch the killer of her young women before he kills another victim? 452 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**3875318 THE DARKNESS.** By Ragnar Jónasson. The body of a young Russian woman washes up on a remote Icelandic beach. She came looking for safety, but instead finds a watery grave. A harsh police investigation determines her death as suicide and the case is quietly closed. Detective Inspector Hulda of the Reykjavik police force decides to take one last case before retiring, 318 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**3866121 SHATTERED.** By Rhys Bowen. Four funerals and maybe a wedding? In the days leading up to her wedding to Darcy O'Mara, Lady Georgiana Rannoch takes on the responsibilities of a grand estate, but proving she can run a household just may be the death of her! 291 pages. Berkley Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**3878694 FOUR FUNERALS AND MAYBE A WEDDING.** By Rhys Bowen. In the days leading up to her wedding to Darcy O'Mara, Lady Georgiana Rannoch takes on the responsibilities of a grand estate, but proving she can run a household just may be the death of her! 306 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**2830876 THE COLORS OF ALL THE CATTLE.** By Alexander McCall Smith. When Mma Potoleswane suggests to Mma Ramotswe that she run for a seat on the Gabanece City Council, Mma Ramotswe is at first reluctant. But when she learns that developers plan to build the flashy Big Fun Hotel next to the graveyard, she allows herself to be persuaded. 288 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**384028X TEA TIME FOR THE MURDERously Bored.** By Alexander McCall Smith. This latest installment in the endlessly entertaining series, Precious Ramotswe faces problems both personal and professional. 212 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**2333402 THE LOST QUIRKS OF OTHERS.** By John Grisham. The accidental murder of a Chicago industrialist and his wife are discovered in their summer home at the same time that a local lawyer disappears, life becomes complicated for Lake Chief of Police Lew Ferris. 197 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**387689X DEAD FIRELY.** By Victoria Houston. With one man dead, evidence of lakefront properties being stolen from elderly owners, and an attempted sexual assault, shorthanded Chief Lew Ferris deploys Doc Osborne and his skilled tracker nephew to investigate the police force. Then, just as they seem to be getting somewhere, things get a lot more complicated. 198 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**6882315 THE 17TH SUSPECT.** By James Patterson & M. L. Rio. A series of shootings exposes San Francisco to a methodical yet unpredictable killer, and a reluctant woman decides to put her trust in sergeant Lindsay Boxer. The confidential informant’s tip leads Lindsay to a suspect who seems to know something about the police department itself. 348 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.99

**2894564 10TH ANNIVERSARY.** By James Patterson & M. L. Rio. Detective Lindsay Boxer finally gets married. But a missing newborn and a series of child abductions send the Women’s Murder Club back to full throttle before the wedding gifts are even unwrapped. A teenage girl is badly injured and left for dead, and her newborn baby is nowhere to be found. 375 pages. Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00

---
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Female Detectives


**293258 HIDE AND SNEAK**, By G.A. McKevett. Actor Ethan Malloy entitles P.I. Savannah Reid to look down on his wife and toddler, shortly before the beloved family nanny gets murdered. Now a sensationalized homicide investigation, Savannah must rush to apprehend a killer and save the missing child. Savannah closes in on the mystery, only to be consumed by a unwanted, illicit, curling wanton. 343 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99

**369567X HIDE AND SNEAK**, By G.A. McKevett. Midnight Magnolia Detective Agency’s latest case involves the dreadful actor Ethan Malloy who has enlisted Savannah and Co.’s help in a desperate attempt to track down his missing wife and toddler—not long before the family nanny gets murdered, and changes the case from missing person to homicide. 277 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

**296493 THE DEAD RINGER**, By M.C. Beaton. As the bodies get ready fast to the dashing Bishop Peter Salver-Hinkley, the whole Cotswolds village of Thrift Magna is thrown into a frenzy. Meanwhile, Agatha convinces one of the bell-ringers, the charming Julian, to hire her to investigate the mystery of the bishop’s ex-fiancee, who went missing and whose body was never found. SHOPWORN. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $7.99

**2892634 A GATHERING OF SECRETS**, By Linda Castillo. When a historic barn in an Amish community burns to the ground in the middle of the night, Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is called in to investigate. At first it looks like an accident, but when the body of 18-year-old Daniel is found inside, Kate suspects murder. SHOPWORN. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**881169 DOWN A DARK ROAD**, By Linda Castillo. News of a murderer on the loose travels fast, putting Chief of Police Kate Burkholder on edge. When this “fallen” Amish man takes his five children hostage, Kate makes contact with him. All he wants is for her to prove his innocence in the murder of his wife. Kate is skeptical, but begins to look at the evidence—and it doesn’t line up. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $7.99


**6660010 THE MEDICAL EXAMINER: Book Shots**, By James Patterson with M. Paetro. 125 pages. Little, Brown


**3083676 A DATE WITH MURDER: Murder. She Wrote**, By Jessica Fletcher. 294 pages. Mira. Pub. at $24.00


Amateur Sleuths


**2964932 DARK DEATH**, By J.D. Robb. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99


**3155234 TOUCH KEEP A SECRET**, By Donna Andrews. Meg agrees to take the toucan of her friend, the Rev. Robyn Smith. But after finding the body of an elderly parishioner at the church, Meg is thrust into the investigation. How is it up to her to find the motive, and a long-lost secret that seems to involve the toucan itself. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3858707 DEATH WITH A DARK RED ROSE**, By Julia Buckley. Bride to be Lena Cooper has given up on the love of her life, Sam West, but when one of her closest friends disappears, she’ll have to untangle a tricky mystery before she can tie the knot. 293 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**6707114 CHEESECAKE MURDER**, By Joanne Fluke. Hannah MacAllister, owner of the Chocolate-Theme bakery in the island of New York, is anxious as snack tester while Main Street is shut down, rented for the week by a movie crew. When the demanding director is killed, Hannah starts to sift through the clues, ready to rewrite a killer’s lethal script with the kind of ending that only happens in Lake Eden. 382 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99

**6909502 AUNT DIMITY & THE BURIED TREASURY**, By Nancy Atherton. While exploring the Victorian cottage near the small village of Finch, Lori finds a gold and gemet bracelet—a relic of a doomed romance in Aunt Dimity’s past. In trying to return the bracelet to its unexpectant owner, she’s isolated between recently unearthed buried treasure and the treasure buried in Aunt Dimity’s heart. 230 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00

**3812515 SCONES WITH CINNAMON SCONES**, By Karen Rose Smith. Daisy Swanson and her Aunt Iris run a delightful shop in Pennsylvania’s Amish country with an emphasis on tasty teas and treats. But when one of her closest friends becomes a suspect of the murder of her boyfriend, Daisy learns there were some major secrets in his background, and several of his relationships were involved with resentment, and begins to investigate. 293 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99

**3836479 SHAKESPEARE’S CHAMPION**, By Charlae Marie. Harris. Shakespeare, Arkansas, is a small southern town with plenty of secrets, and Lila McKnight’s sense of justice and a desire to live quietly. When a fellow gym member is found dead after a workout with a barbell across her throat, Lily wants to believe it’s an accident, butberg appears to be the victim of something much more sinister. 214 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $16.99

**3725766 A DEATH OF NO IMPORTANCE**, By Mariah Fredericks. The Benchley family has been dismissed by the city’s elite as “new money” and cause further outrage when their daughter becomes engaged to Norrie, the son of the eminent Newsome family. But when Norrie is found murdered, the Benchleys call in their best friend, Jane Proctor. When Jane discovers she is uniquely positioned to solve his murder. 276 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99

**3808951 A SCANDAL IN SCARLET**, By Vicki Delany. Waging her dog late one night, Gemma Woodward is awakened by a smoke outside Scarlet House, the West London Museum, which unfortunately suffers extensive damage. Gemma and Jayne Wilson donate their time to raise money for the rebuilding of the museum—but a killer wants a piece of this auction! 326 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3237438 DEATH, TAXES, AND SWEET POTATO FRIES**, By Jane Kelly. When the IRS is tasked with assisting the border patrol in finding illegal immigrants, Tara finds herself at odds. She must investigate Brett, her old flame, whose government employers suspect his workers. She also has to convince her new romantic partner, Nick, that she still doesn’t carry a torch for Brett. 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $8.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/827
Amateur Sleuths

**373702 DOWNRIGHT DEAD.** By Pamela Koplitz. Holly Davis never imagined having a haunted bed and breakfast would be good for her success. There’s one small problem. The ghost of her not so dearly departed ex-has departed. But when a debunker is pushed to his limits and turns as ghost as a ghost for Holly’s help to find out who murdered him—how can she say no? 348 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3859576 HERE COMES THE BODY.** By Maria DiRico. Mia is starting work at Belle View, her father’s catering hall, and is in charge of weddings and office parties. Soon she’s planning a bachelor party for a less than gentlemanly groom. But it goes awry when the gigantic cake is wheeled in and a dead body is discovered. Mia’s going to have to use all her street smarts to keep her father out of Rikers Island. 293 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3866890 RING IN THE YEAR WITH MURDER.** By Aurelie Wallace. It’s been a tough year for Erica Bloom and with hours left on the clock and a killer cranking a New Year’s Eve party, she must move quickly. Erica must also find late-night clues to make sure she wouldn’t lose her love she now adore and win him back. That’s if the killer doesn’t pop the cork again. 297 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2997363 SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING MEWED.** By Bethany Blake. After a tension-filled rehearsal dinner, the abrasive wedding planner is found strangled by a garter—a weapon both borrowed and blue. Now Daphne Templeton’s services are required not just to help her and her brilliant bunny, “Bun,” prevent an overdose, but also to figure out whether one of the in-laws is an outlaw. 332 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99


**3858677 AL DENTE’S INFERNAL.** By Stephanie Cole. When Nell is offered a chance to work in the chef’s room proves to be an ill wind of a different kind. Now, Nell must work together to catch her niece’s killer. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2958104 UNRAVELED.** By Maggie Sefton. Spring is in the air for Fort Connor, Colorado and it’s time for new beginnings for the House of Lambspun knitters. But for Kelly Flynn, a March chill lingers as she tries pushing to give her fledgling event planning business a kick-start, Mirabelle is found dead. 322 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3707334 MUSSELED OUT.** By Barbara Ross. The tourist season is winding down in Busman’s Harbor, Maine, but Julia Snowden senses trouble simmering for the Snowden Family Clambake Company. When the dead body of a once-upon-a-time rival is found behind her Lobsterman’s boat, Julia’s brother-in-law is labeled suspect number one, and Julia needs to act fast to clear her name. 313 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**373795 MULTCH ADO ABOUT MURDER.** By Edith Maxwell. As organic farm Flaherty waits for much needed rain, storm clouds of mystery begin to gather as Cam deals with the murder of her neighbor, the only proud owner of the town’s new hydroponic greenhouse. As suspects keep surfacing, Cam must move quickly to clear her stabbed in the back. 394 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3800032 THREAD AND BURIED.** By Lea Wait. Needle-pointers Angie and Sarah are helping with set design for the movie being shot in their little town. During a break at the lighthouse and the whales bustle with activity, a real-life mystery is about to unfold and Angie’s got to unravel it. Maybe she’ll need to give more than one killer the sack. 360 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3868890 RING IN THE YEAR WITH MURDER.** By Aurelie Wallace. It’s been a tough year for Erica Bloom and with hours left on the clock and a killer cranking a New Year’s Eve party, she must move quickly. Erica must also find late-night clues to make sure she wouldn’t lose her love she now adore and win him back. That’s if the killer doesn’t pop the cork again. 297 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3737529 THE WOODPECKER ALWAYS PEEKS TWICE.** By J.R. Ripley. One morning when Amy Simmons grinds her bicarbines a closer look at the woodpecker who’s been waking her, she can’t believe her eyes. Across Ruby Lake, she sees a body being tossed out of an upward-opening window at McKechnie place. When Amy turns up another body, she once again needs to wing it as a sleuth to zoom in on a killer. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2996655 THE LAST CHANCE OLIVE.** By Randee St. DIY. Max Munster wants the killer McQuaid put away years ago, has escaped and is intent on revenge. China wants to stay by her husband’s side and keep him from harm but McQuaid insists that she get out of the way. But Mantel executes a countermove McQuaid never saw coming, and it turns out his life is not the only one at stake. 314 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3790189 AUNTIE POLDI AND THE VILLAS IN THE WOODS.** By Edith Maxwell. When Prosecco-loving Auntie Poldi retired to Sicily from Germany, she never dreamed her tranquil days would be interrupted by murder. But Auntie Poldi finds herself honor-bound to solve the disappearance of her beloved (and cute) handyman. She soon finds a body in the vineyards, tangled with the Mafia, and makes a nifty arrest in the pursuit of justice. 361 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00

**3733838 CRYP T SUEZETTE.** By Maggie Sefton. After winning the costume contest at the Halloween-themed bookstore party, the secretive Susette is mowed down by a hit and run driver. But Sefton’s grandfather, starts to wonder whether it was really an accident, or if someone was after Susette, and why? 297 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3756173 LATE CHECKOUT.** By Carol J. Perry. When head reporter Lee Barrett volunteers to work in Salem’s library, she finds a dead former ballplayer, surrounded by hundreds of scattered books. While River reads, her clairvoyant cat O’Ryan, her police detective beau Pete, and her own psychic gifts, she steps up to the plate to catch the killer who took the ballplayer out of the game. 322 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3756262 SOMETHING READ SOMETHING DEAD.** By Eva Gates. Lydia Richardson is helping her favorite cousin, Josie, plan her wedding. The owner of Josie’s Cozy Bakery wants it simple and small. But after their cousin Mirabelle arrives, who’s pushing to give her farming business a kick-start, Mirabelle is found dead after eating one of Josie’s gluten-free treats. Now Lydia needs to try to find the real culprit. 313 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2794629 WAGGING THROUGH THE SNOW.** By Lauren Berenson. Looking for a little peace from her lively life this Christmas, Melanie Travis instead finds herself involved in investigating a murder. She and Aunt Peg must run through a flurry of likely suspects and movement in time to find out what’s next on someone’s deadly list. 196 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6918433 MURDER AT THE PUPPY FAIR.** By Lauren Berenson. Busy mom and wet-nurse, Melanie Travis doesn’t mind helping out at Puppy Fest. But once Puppy Fest kicks off, the venue’s owner, philanthropist Leo Brody is nowhere to be found. Melanie musters her current and past detective skills to unravel the mystery. 380 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3729519 WAG TERROR.** By Vivien Fox. One of the proprietors of Wonton Wunderkamer on Wheels turns up dead. Lana Lee assumes the role of amateur sleuth, when it’s beginning to look more like murder and less, like an unfortunate accident. Then she begins to uncover layers of disturbing secrets, will Lana be able to solve this crime, or has she jumped from the work right into the fire? 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller

3707210 KILLER KNOTS. By Nancy J. Cohen. Maria Shore is looking forward to a leisurely cruise with her fiancé Dalton. But after finding a body in the Galápagos, she’s on a case where a reef is more than a threat. 297 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

* 3767205 LAST PEN STANDING. By Vivian Conroy. Enlisting the help of her paper posse from her stationery shop, and spud her canine sidekick, Marlee Jacob races into the investigation of the murder of a hotel guest at her stationery shop, and spud her canine sidekick, Marlee Jacob. 341 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3842916 REPORT FOR MURDER/COMMON MURDER. By Val McDermid. Novels. In Report for Murder, we meet self-proclaimed “cynical socialist lesbian feminist journalist” Lindsay Gordon as she investigates the vicious murder of a cellist who is found gamled with her own cello strings. But when Lindsay uses her investigative expertise when her former lover is accused of murder. 480 pages. Grove. $17.00 $4.95

3844998 BOOKED FOR MURDER/HOSTAGE TO MURDER. By Val McDermid. Novels. In Booked for Murder, the self proclaimed “cynical socialist lesbian feminist journalist”. Lindsay Gordon investigates the murder of a bestselling author and her new journalist friend, Rory McLaren, embark on a dangerous ambush mission that requires them to bring themselves to their absolute limits. 533 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

374681X TIDE AND PUNISHMENT. By Bree Baker. It’s Christmas in Charm, North Carolina, and while Elyan Swans would prefer to focus on decorating her iced tea shop for its first holiday season, Great Aunt Fran has decided to run for mayor against her long-time nemesis. When the other candidate turns up dead, a new eyes turn to Fran, and Elyan knows she didn’t do it. Now she must find the true killer before it’s too late! Sourcebooks. $7.99 $3.95

2979722 EXPEDITION DATE. By Devon Delaney. Sherry Frazelle is living single life to the fullest. Her new passion is competitive cooking. Sherry’s latest competition is sure to be heated, as well as delicious. Can she find the killer before the food fight? 332 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

* 3886417 MRS. MOHR GOES MISSING. By Maryla Szymicka. Krakow, 1893, Zofia Turbownik–professor’s wife and socialite–is bored at home. Then when one of her acquaintances is found dead, Zofia finds a calling: solving crimes. With her husband blissfully unaware, Zofia remakes herself into Krakow’s greatest amateur detective. 349 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

3892957 BEWITCHED AND BETROTHED. By Juliet Blackwell. When Lily Stevenson discovers the body of a co-worker, she’s drawn into an investigation of the murder of her former colleague. But when her former co-worker is found dead, Zofia finds a calling: solving crimes. With her husband blissfully unaware, Zofia remakes herself into Krakow’s greatest amateur detective. 349 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


LIMITED QUANTITY 381545X MURDER IN CUMBRIA. By Cynthia Baxter. Kate McKay should be thrilled about opening Lickety Splits Ice Cream Shoppe, but her spirits melt when she learns that her childhood friend, Snowy, is selling her shops in the bakery across the street. But when Ashley turns up dead, Kate is the number one suspect, and she’ll need to join forces with her former flame to get the killer for her fast! Sourcebooks. $7.99 $4.95

3876698 ANTIQUES SWAP. By Barbara Allan. While Brandy and her mom Vivian are the pilot for their TV show, they become unwitting players in a deadly small town soap opera. With their sleuthing shizh tau Sushi, they must trap a remorseless killer–before he casts them as his next victims. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

373152X A PLAYDATE WITH DEATH. By Ayelet Waldman. In between planning playdates and playing dress-up with her daughter, Dalit, a threatening note snuck in her cabin door, she’s on highalert, searching for the true note’s recipient before the cruise goes down the drain. If Maria doesn’t find the culprit fast, this spicy mystery will end with a bang! Sourcebooks. $7.99 $3.95

2969026 OF GRAVE CONCERN. By Max McCoy. The Civil War is over, and many young widows have turned to spiritualism in an effort to communicate with their fallen soldier. The Old West, legends die hard, and so do witnesses. But that won’t stop psychic turned detective Ophelia Wydle from finding fresh graves, digging up clues, and tackling wanted criminals with a little help from the dead. 298 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

2949733 A DISTANT VIEW OF EVERYTHING. By Alexander McCall Smith. After hearing rumors of the skeletons motives, Bea Shandon fears the match she set up will be a disaster. It seems unlikely there’s even a grain of truth to the story that Marlee discovered that he has a young son, who is palpable to a young son, who is promptly arrested for murder when he comes to meet his father, Teddy and her mother in law. College, begin to investigate. 273 pages. Poisoned Pine Press. $7.99 $3.95

29767739 SCRAPBOOK OF SECRETS. By Mollie Cox Bryan. Having traded in her career as an investigative journalist for a stay at home mom, Annie finds solace in a local “crop circle” of scrapbookers. And when the quiet idyll of their small town is shattered by a young mother’s suicide, the group bands together to find out what went wrong. 293 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3815064 TILLING THE TRUTH. By Julia Heisy. It’s August in Goosegrass, Missouri, and the one thing Justice is good at is taking the path to the right of the street. But when Ashley turns up dead, Kate is the number one suspect, and she’ll need to join forces with her former flame to get the killer for her fast! Sourcebooks. $7.99 $4.95

3842835 FINAL EDITION/UNION JACK. By Val McDermid. Novels. In Final Edition, Lindsay Gordon, a London feminist journalist, has been dropped into a sordid world of blackmail, as she investigates the case of a former colleague accused of murder. But when the public’s high regard for Tom is shattered by his fall to death, her only way out is to prove her innocence–but the most difficult person to investigate is yourself. 464 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

381545X MURDER IN CUMBRIA. By Cynthia Baxter. Kate McKay should be thrilled about opening Lickety Splits Ice Cream Shoppe, but her spirits melt when she learns that her childhood friend, Snowy, is selling her shops in the bakery across the street. But when Ashley turns up dead, Kate is the number one suspect, and she’ll need to join forces with her former flame to get the killer for her fast! Sourcebooks. $7.99 $4.95

3796698 ANTIQUES SWAP. By Barbara Allan. While Brandy and her mom Vivian are the pilot for their TV show, they become unwitting players in a deadly small town soap opera. With their sleuthing shizh tau Sushi, they must trap a remorseless killer–before he casts them as his next victims. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

374681X TIDE AND PUNISHMENT. By Bree Baker. It’s Christmas in Charm, North Carolina, and while Elyan Swans would prefer to focus on decorating her iced tea shop for its first holiday season, Great Aunt Fran has decided to run for mayor against her long-time nemesis. When the other candidate turns up dead, a new eyes turn to Fran, and Elyan knows she didn’t do it. Now she must find the true killer before it’s too late! Sourcebooks. $7.99 $3.95

3796698 ANTIQUES SWAP. By Barbara Allan. While Brandy and her mom Vivian are the pilot for their TV show, they become unwitting players in a deadly small town soap opera. With their sleuthing shizh tau Sushi, they must trap a remorseless killer–before he casts them as his next victims. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3796698 ANTIQUES SWAP. By Barbara Allan. While Brandy and her mom Vivian are the pilot for their TV show, they become unwitting players in a deadly small town soap opera. With their sleuthing shizh tau Sushi, they must trap a remorseless killer–before he casts them as his next victims. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3796698 ANTIQUES SWAP. By Barbara Allan. While Brandy and her mom Vivian are the pilot for their TV show, they become unwitting players in a deadly small town soap opera. With their sleuthing shizh tau Sushi, they must trap a remorseless killer–before he casts them as his next victims. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95
377317 THE NAME OF THE ROSE. By Christine E. Blum. After the crash of a small plane, a package of illegal drugs ends up on the plane with Sally’s address on it. Being suspected of drug smuggling is bad enough, but when a mechanic at the airport is found murdered, Sally learns that the pilot of the plane is a member of the motorcycle Club fly into action. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

4035601 CLARETS OF FIRE. By Christine E. Blum. When investigators determine the fatal fire at the pizza eatery was started by a gasoline soaked rag stuffed in a bottle and thrown into a trash can, they suspect the two of arson and murder. With her friends’ business and freedom at stake, it’s up to wine connoisseur Annie Hall to get to the bottom of it. But what she finds chilling no one. 350 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

382706 THE RENDEZVOUS OF THE MICE. By Alan Bradley. Flavia de Luce discovers a reclusive wood-cutter deceased, hanging upside down on the back of his bedroom door. Though she is energized by the prospect of a new investigation, what awakens from Flavia’s mind off sorrow, is solving a murder. Although this one might lead the young sleuth to an early Delacorte. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

382726 AS CHIMNEY SWEEPERS COME TO DUST. By Alan Bradley. Eleven year old amateur detective and ardent chemist Flavia de Luce is used to digging up clues. What she is not accustomed to is digging up bodies, but as the English hamlet of Bishop’s Lacey is preparing to open the tomb of their patron saint, they are not prepared to find the body of the church organist in its place. The irrepressible Flavia investigates. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

383097 MANUSCRIPT FOR MURDER. By J. Fletche & J. Land. Jessica Fletcher is alarmed to find her housekeeper murdered and a note written in her own handwriting. Frantic to find out who is plotting her demise. 315 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3853349 DEATH IN PROVENCE. By Serena Kent. It’s love at first sight when Penelope Kite sees Le Chant d’Eau, the Song of Water stone farmhouse in Provence. But her dreams of an adventurous life there didn’t include a corpse floating in her pool. To find answers, Penelope must carefully navigate between her estate agent, the chief of police, and the devilishly handsome mayor. 350 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $12.95

387266 DEATH IN AVIGNON. By Serena Kent. Reluctantly drawn into a murder investigation in Provence, Penelope Kite discovers that any number of jealous lovers and scheming rivals could have motives. And with dashing art dealers to charm, pattiesisters to resist, and her own friends under suspicion, she will need to draw upon all her sleuthing talents to uncover the truth. 339 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3739597 THE GRAVE’S A FINE AND PRIVATE PLACE. By Alan Bradley. In the wake of an land, Jessica Fletcher, an extremely close to home, beginning with an unwelcome discovery in her sister’s wedding cake: a human finger. 327 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

3735058 THE GOLDEN TRESSES OF THE DEAD. By Alan Bradley. An expert in the chemical nature of poisons, Flavia de Luce is determined to find out who killed her ex-boyfriend.振翅 to turn professional. Little does she know that her investigation will place her extremely close to home, beginning with an unwelcome discovery in her sister’s wedding cake: a human finger. 327 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

3823416 THE ENEMY MUSHROOM. By Alan Bradley. Flavia de Luce discovers a body in the cellar of the village mushroom farm. What she is not accustomed to is digging up bodies, but as the English hamlet of Bishop’s Lacey is preparing to open the tomb of their patron saint, they are not prepared to find the body of the church organist in its place. The irrepressible Flavia investigates. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $7.95

3822716 SPEAKING FROM AMONG THE BONES. By Alan Bradley. Eleven year old amateur detective and ardent chemist Flavia de Luce is used to digging up clues. What she is not accustomed to is digging up bodies, but as the English hamlet of Bishop’s Lacey is preparing to open the tomb of their patron saint, they are not prepared to find the body of the church organist in its place. The irrepressible Flavia investigates. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

385287X THRICE THE BRINED CAT HATH MEW’D. By Alan Bradley. Ejected from Miss Bodycote’s Female Academy, 12-year-old Luce is used to digging up clues. What she is not accustomed to is digging up bodies, but as the English hamlet of Bishop’s Lacey is preparing to open the tomb of their patron saint, they are not prepared to find the body of the church organist in its place. The irrepressible Flavia investigates. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $7.95

383097 MANUSCRIPT FOR MURDER. By J. Fletche & J. Land. Jessica Fletcher is alarmed to find her housekeeper murdered and a note written in her own handwriting. Frantic to find out who is plotting her demise. 315 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3864561 DEATH IN AVIGNON. By Serena Kent. Reluctantly drawn into a murder investigation in Provence, Penelope Kite discovers that any number of jealous lovers and scheming rivals could have motives. And with dashing art dealers to charm, pattiesisters to resist, and her own friends under suspicion, she will need to draw upon all her sleuthing talents to uncover the truth. 339 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

383097 MANUSCRIPT FOR MURDER. By J. Fletche & J. Land. Jessica Fletcher is alarmed to find her housekeeper murdered and a note written in her own handwriting. Frantic to find out who is plotting her demise. 315 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

382876X HOMEWARD BOUND. By Rita Mae Brown. As winter deepens over the Blue Ridge (Mountain) range of snowstorms cannot derail this year’s Christmas run, not as long as Sister Jane has a say in it. But one of the riders turns up missing, his presence on the hunt having been controversial, so a search for his body is initiated. But what they find chill them to the bone. 304 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00 $15.95

3804375 THE DIVA COOKS UP A STORM. By Krista Davis. Sophie Winston can’t believe her luck when her favorite opera star invites her to her home in Provence, France. But when the diva is found murdered, Sophie is determined to find out who killed the diva. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

3735605 MOLEDED 4 MURDER. By J.C. Eaton. Terrified she’s been targeted by assassins, Harriet begs her daughter Sophie Flora’s advice, to investigate the recent murder of a reporter. But what she discovers is a complex Web of secrets. And uncovering it is a complicated scheme that only the most diabolical of murderers would ever devise. 327 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $11.95

2977583 MARRIAGE IS PURE MURDER. By Staci McLaughlin. When Zennia is reunited with “the one that got away,” her excitement is short-lived, and so is he. When Birch turns up dead in her driveway, Zennia and Dana search for answers at the commune where he’d been living. The residents are ruffer than granola, and there’s a killer out there with an unwholesome appetite for revenge. 312 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

2977648 MURDER MOST WHOLESOME. By Staci McLaughlin. When Zennia is reunited with “the one that got away,” her excitement is short-lived, and so is he. When Birch turns up dead in her driveway, Zennia and Dana search for answers at the commune where he’d been living. The residents are ruffer than granola, and there’s a killer out there with an unwholesome appetite for revenge. 312 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

2826755 THE GIFT. By Sheila Shepard Gray. Neil Vance has been heartbroken ever since his parents lost their family farm in the heart of Amish country, and now the Schwartz family is experiencing a series of accidents. Susanna Schwartz can’t imagine Neil would do anything to harm their family but she needs to uncover the truth before someone gets hurt. 247 pages.架 at $7.99 $4.95

2875412 WARNING AT ONE. By Ann Purser. She’s worked through all of the days of the week, turning up clues and scratching up both horses and crows in the village of Long’s Forden. But crime is a persistent stain, and Lois Meade is finding that sleuthing takes up as much time as she can give it. 325 pages.架 at $7.99 $4.95

28257747 THE ENEMY MUSHROOM. By Alan Bradley. Ejected from Miss Bodycote’s Female Academy, 12-year-old Luce is used to digging up clues. What she is not accustomed to is digging up bodies, but as the English hamlet of Bishop’s Lacey is preparing to open the tomb of their patron saint, they are not prepared to find the body of the church organist in its place. The irrepressible Flavia investigates. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $7.95

2977583 MARRIAGE IS PURE MURDER. By Staci McLaughlin. Dana Lewis is marrying Jason Forrester, a talented reporter and the love of her life. But Dana’s happiness with when she finds her friend Bethany’s dead and discovers she was a busboy with a blackmail list longer than a cathedral wall. When Dana herself becomes a suspect, she’ll have to chase down the culprit before someone else gets hurt. 247 pages.架 at $7.99 $4.95

2977648 MURDER MOST WHOLESOME. By Staci McLaughlin. When Zennia is reunited with “the one that got away,” her excitement is short-lived, and so is he. When Birch turns up dead in her driveway, Zennia and Dana search for answers at the commune where he’d been living. The residents are ruffer than granola, and there’s a killer out there with an unwholesome appetite for revenge. 312 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

2977648 MURDER MOST WHOLESOME. By Staci McLaughlin. When Zennia is reunited with “the one that got away,” her excitement is short-lived, and so is he. When Birch turns up dead in her driveway, Zennia and Dana search for answers at the commune where he’d been living. The residents are ruffer than granola, and there’s a killer out there with an unwholesome appetite for revenge. 312 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**Missing Person Mysteries**

383946 **SNATCH.** By Gregory McDonald. Novels. Kidnappings link two exceptional crime novels. Snatch. Both showcase McDonald’s wit and versatility. Two precocious eight-year-old boys, two teams of kidnappers in way over their heads, and two formidable mayhem-keeping innocent women from harm. Now she won’t rest until she can reunite every lost daughter with her family, and most of all to find out what happened the right night her sister disappeared. 446 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

383440 **BROKEN PROMISE.** By Tara Thomas. Charleston Police Officer Alyssa Adams made a promise years ago to protect innocent women from harm. Now she won’t rest until she can reunite every lost daughter with her family, and most of all to find out what happened the right night her sister disappeared. 446 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

388684 **OVER THE LINE.** By Kelly Irvin. Against her better judgment, Gabriella turns to her former fiance, homicide detective Eli Cavazo for help in finding her missing brother. When she receives a call from a man claiming to be her brother’s cell phone, she realizes he is in danger, and may be dr apping Eli down with her. 336 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**383479** **SECOND SIGHT.** By Sharon Sala. When Charlie Dodge gets a phone call from a frantic woman stating her daughter has been kidnapped by her ex-husband and taken into a cult called Fourth Dimension, he takes the case without hesitation. Charlie and his assistant, Wyrick, will do anything to destroy this cult and its leader—because this is personal. 376 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

385569 **THE WANTED.** By Robert Crais. Single mother Devon Connor hires Elvis Cole to find her troublesome teenage son, Tyson. Tyson is flashing cash and she’s afraid he’s dealing drugs. But when Tyson disappears after stealing the wrong thing from the wrong man. To help find the kid, Cole brings in his friend Joe Pike, to even the odds. 399 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

376914 **THE RIGHT SIDE.** By Spencer Quinn. Compelled to find her deceased friend’s missing daughter, lesbian Morgan and her inscrutable canine companion are drawn into danger as dark and menacing as her last Afghan mission. But this time she has a loyal new travel companion/petting her blind side. 323 pages. Altia. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

384622 **PARIS BY THE BOOK.** By Liam Callanan. When eccentric novelist Robert Lady abruptly vanishes, he leaves behind his wife, Leah, his daughters, and hidden in an unexpected place plane tickets to Paris. Hoping to uncover clues and her husband, Leah sets off for France with her girls. 353 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00

**3825183** **WALTZ INTO DARKNESS.** By Cornell Woolrich. Alone, desperate, and inexplicably sick, Louis quickly descends into madness when his new bride disappears with all his money. He’s obsessed with finding Julia and bringing her to justice, and simple with seeing her again. And when he finally tracks her down, the real nightmare begins. 342 pages. Penzler. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**3825183** **WALTZ INTO DARKNESS.** By Cornell Woolrich. Alone, desperate, and inexplicably sick, Louis quickly descends into madness when his new bride disappears with all his money. He’s obsessed with finding Julia and bringing her to justice, and simple with seeing her again. And when he finally tracks her down, the real nightmare begins. 342 pages. Penzler. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**3806163** **SOME KIND OF HERO.** By Suzanne Brockmann. 339 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00


686615 **FALL FROM GRACE.** By Tim Weaver. 408 pages. Viking. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

280767X **SULFUR SPRINGS.** By William Kent Krueger. 306 pages. Altia. Pub. at $26.00


377371X **LITTLE COMFORT.** By Edwin Hill. 343 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95


**3840255** **THE STRANGER.** By Albert Camus. New illustrated graphic novel edition of Camus’s classic work tells the story of a stranger committed to a senseless crime—and then calmly, and apparently indifferently, sits through his trial and final judgment. A dark, satirical look at the French legal system. 8½”x11¼”. Pub. at $15.95

**3890007** **COURT OF LIES.** By Gerry Spence. Lillian is going on trial for the murder of her wealthy husband before Judge John Murray. The prosecutor, Hanksin Sewell, is consumed by political ambition. He plans to advance his own career by framing Lillian for a double suicide, Eden Inc. But when the victims received a small white book, blank except for two lines of text. Though law enforcement has Billy’s DNA, they haven’t been able to identify him. 396 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

**3873946** **DEAD ON ARRIVAL.** By Matt Bond. Eighty-two bodies touch down at a desolate airport in a remote Colorado ski town. Shortly after landing, Dr. Lyle Martin, a world-class infectious disease specialist, is briskly awakened. It’s going to be real nice. No one on this plane appears to be dead. While they were in the air, a lethal new kind of virus surfaced. Now Martin is at the center of the investigation. 357 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

**3877590** **THE DROP.** By Michael Connelly. DNA from a 1989 murder matches that of a 29-year-old woman. But did he kill her, or has something gone wrong in the new Regional Crime Lab? When a new case comes up, Bosch makes two thrilling discoveries, a solution to the mystery, and a lead that could unravel decades, and a political conspiracy threatens to reveal the dark history of the police department itself. 432 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3889653 **DEATH MATCH.** By Lincoln Child. Everyone’s looking for the perfect partner, but Preston Allender is called in to investigate the mysterious death of Henry Wallace, a behind the scene operator at the CIA. Allender soon makes a shocking discovery that will unspool the enigmatic world of Intelligence apparatus. Now Allender must move quickly. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3863786 **THE NEXT TO DIE.** By Sophie Hannah. A psychopath the police have dubbed “Billy Dead Mates” is targeting pairs of best friends, killing them one by one. Now, the victims all received a small white book, blank except for two lines of text. Though law enforcement has Billy’s DNA, they haven’t been able to identify him. 396 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3854691 **THE ICE TWINS.** By S.K. Tremayne. A year after one of their identical twin daughters, Lydia, dies in an accident, Angus and Sarah move to a tiny Scottish island hoping to put together the pieces of their lives. But when their surviving daughter Kristie claims they have mistaken her identity, that in fact she is Lydia, their world is coming crashing down again. 358 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

**3815722** **A RELIABLE WIFE.** By Robert Goolrick. He placed a notice in a Chicago paper for a reliable wife. She responded, saying that she was “A simple, honest woman.” She was, of course, anything but honest and the only simple thing about her was her single-minded determination to marry this man—and then kill him—leaving her a wealthy widow. But he had plans of his own. 291 pages. Harper Perennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3879704 **ALL DAY AND A NIGHT.** By Alafair Burke. When a New York City psychotherapist is murdered by an assailant with the same chilling signature used twenty years earlier by serial killer Anthony DiMaggio, the case is handed over to the PJ Dykes. Kate Shugak may be the only person who can find out. But for the fact that Kate, too, is now among the missing. 310 pages. Head of Zeus

**THREATS**

3793406 **DEAD ON ARRIVAL.** By Matt Bond. Eighty-two bodies touch down at a desolate airport in a remote Colorado ski town. Shortly after landing, Dr. Lyle Martin, a world-class infectious disease specialist, is briskly awakened. It’s going to be real nice. No one on this plane appears to be dead. While they were in the air, a lethal new kind of virus surfaced. Now Martin is at the center of the investigation. 357 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3889653 **DEATH MATCH.** By Lincoln Child. Everyone’s looking for the perfect partner, but Preston Allender is called in to investigate the mysterious death of Henry Wallace, a behind the scene operator at the CIA. Allender soon makes a shocking discovery that will unspool the enigmatic world of Intelligence apparatus. Now Allender must move quickly. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99
doesn't mean any harm—until she discovers freedom. 340 pages. Doubleday.

There never was a revolting as a man appr oaches Gary. He'll give him the diamonds. 344 pages. Zaffre. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00

But tracked by military but the same virus has also infected not only have the Chinese lost control of their north. 378 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99

The only one who believes his replacement—an unbearably younger woman—enlists him to discover answers to questions he never meant to ask. 311 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

By Beverly Barton. As Rick Carson investigates the death of Susie Don Phoenix, he discovers the string of deaths from which Price's widow, Jordan Price, has profited handsomely. Rick is convinced that he is dealing with a callous, cunning, unstoppable killer. Jordan claims she's innocent but Rick knows they may never live to regret it. 410 pages. Pinnacle.

3876566 EXHIBIT ALEXANDRA. By Natasha Bell. The only one who believes his kidnapped wife is still alive, Marc channels his pain into action, embarking on his own journey to find his wife—one that will lead him to discover answers to questions he never meant to ask. 311 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

386362X THE ESCAPE ROOM. By Megan Goldin. In the lucrative world of finance, a young investment banker who's disappeared into North Korea, where he quietly launches sneak cyber attacks in service of Kim Jong-un. Don Riley, Deputy Cyber Commandant, discovers that not only have the Chinese lost control of their military but the same virus has also infected the American network—the work of Rafiq. 321 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99

3876893 THE ORACLE. By Clive Cussler & R.urnce. The search for an ancient scroll, carriers of a deadly curse, is put on hold when Sam and Remi Fargo travel to Nigeria to deliver supplies to their charitable foundation school. But when Remi and several students are killed, they need all their skills to save the students before they uncover the hidden scroll and lift the deadly curse. Pub. at $29.00

434192X MERCY RIVER. By Glen Erik Hamilton. While helping a fellow veteran unmask a murderer in the Maine woods. The seemingly perfect community has a deadly vice. When local cops uncover a grisly crime scene, they consult Bennett. No one on the force believes a single word, but with the detective and the bodies keep piling up. 317 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

3877043 OVERKILL. By Vanda Szymon. When the body of a young mother is found washed up on the banks of the Mataura River, a small town's notorious Murders, Inc. is called in to investigate. 323 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95

3835707 ONE PERFECT LIE. By Lisa Scottoline. In the center of people's shattered lives, that are full of secrets, stands now high school teacher and assistant baseball coach Chris Brennan, pretending to be someone else, wanting something, and going at lengths to get it. 375 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

3875884 HAUNTED. By James Patterson & J.O. Born. Detective Michael Bennett and his family escape New York for a vacation in Maine woods. A murder victim is found in the woods. The seemingly perfect community has a deadly vice. When local cops uncover a grisly crime scene, they consult Bennett. No one on the force believes a single word, but with the detective and the bodies keep piling up. 317 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

3828441 COPYCAT. By Kimberla Lawson Roby. Traci doesn’t mind that her new friend Simone begins to devote more and more time to her. Simone is a master investigator. When someone from his past comes to him for help, her daughter has been killed, he agrees to take on the case. But the more he uncovers, the more complex this simple act of murder becomes. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

3836304 KILLER CHOICE. By Tom Hunt. After years of trying, Gary’s wife Beth is pregnant, and his life is finally heading in the right direction. After collapsing suddenly, Beth’s life is now in danger, and the cost of medical help, unreachable. Then a strange man approaches Gary. He’ll give him the money he needs on one condition: that he kill someone, no questions asked. 344 pages.

3879017 THE SECOND LAST. By C. Coulter & J.T. Ellison. A private French space agency, has launched a communications satellite into orbit that harbors a fantastic weapon: a nuclear triggered electromagnetic pulse (EMP), that has the power to weaken and eventually destroy Earth. Drummond and Michaela Caine are thrown into the pending disaster to stop the EMP. Pub. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00

3850455 STOP AT NOTHING. By Michael Ledwidge. When a Gulfstream jet goes down in the Bahamas carrying a fortune in cash, exant driving instructor Michael Gannon is the only person on the scene. Assuming himself the beneficiary of a drug deal gone wrong, Gannon must face his with his windfall. But his soonest into his an incredibly complex and deadly game of cat and dangerous men. 411 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95

3828277 ONCE A PILGRIM. By James Deegan. John Carr has recently left the SAS, after a long and distinguished career, and is now working for a Russian oligarch in the murder-for-hire business. When they decide to hit out for revenge, Carr is forced to step over the line to defend himself and his family. Some wars never end. 487 pages. HQ. Paperback.

3877841 SHE’S OUT. By Lynda La Plante. After serving a lengthy sentence for the murder of her husband, Dolly is free from prison. And she’s only got one thing on her mind: the diamonds she stashed before heading to prison. Dolly has big plans, and she intends to realize them and avoid all those who are after her—and the diamonds. 344 pages. Zafire. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

3874044 NOTHING STAYS BURIED. By P.J. Tracy. As violence accelerates in Minneapolis, homicide detectives Magzilli and Tranes are re-look for a serial killer, and they enlist Monkewrench Software, Grace MacBride and her unconventional partner’s firm, to help stop the rampage. 308 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

3878851 EXIT STRATEGY. By Steve Hamilton. Nick Mason has been given a mission. locates the three men who put his boss in the box and almost killed him. But first he has to find them—they’re ghost prisoners locked down around the clock in the classified locations. He risks everything only to find himself being hunted. 286 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00

3827062 THE MASKED TRUTH. By Kelley Armstrong. Riley Vasquez and Max Cross are at a therapy camp when three masked men burst in to take the group hostage. The building is still locked down around the clock in the classified locations. He risks everything only to find himself being hunted. 286 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00

3778914 NO TIME TO DIE. By Jeffrey Archer. At the end of his life, James Bond is given a mission: to stop the killer of his wife, and his partner, and bring him to justice. But Bond has his own demons to face, and he must decide what is right for him. 413 pages. Doubleday. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95

387682X THE MATCHMAKER. By Lyndsey Katsaros. After her stockbroker boyfriend is killed, and the funeral of a childhood friend. She is not only left a widow, she’s full of dread. Because coming home means seeing the other two people with whom she shares an unbearable secret—her ex-husband and his new wife. 367 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

3875060 EXIT STRATEGY. By Steve Hamilton. Nick Mason has been given a mission. locates the three men who put his boss in the box and almost killed him. But first he has to find them—they’re ghost prisoners locked down around the clock in the classified locations. He risks everything only to find himself being hunted. 286 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00

388462X COPYCAT. By Kimberla Lawson Roby. Traci doesn’t mind that her new friend Simone begins to devote more and more time to her. Simone is a master investigator. When someone from his past comes to him for help, her daughter has been killed, he agrees to take on the case. But the more he uncovers, the more complex this simple act of murder becomes. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

3836304 KILLER CHOICE. By Tom Hunt. After years of trying, Gary’s wife Beth is pregnant, and his life is finally heading in the right direction. After collapsing suddenly, Beth’s life is now in danger, and the cost of medical help, unreachable. Then a strange man approaches Gary. He’ll give him the money he needs on one condition: that he kill someone, no questions asked. 344 pages.

3827062 THE MASKED TRUTH. By Kelley Armstrong. Riley Vasquez and Max Cross are at a therapy camp when three masked men burst in to take the group hostage. The building is still locked down around the clock in the classified locations. He risks everything only to find himself being hunted. 286 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00

3874044 NOTHING STAYS BURIED. By P.J. Tracy. As violence accelerates in Minneapolis, homicide detectives Magzilli and Tranes are re-look for a serial killer, and they enlist Monkewrench Software, Grace MacBride and her unconventional partner’s firm, to help stop the rampage. 308 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

3827062 THE MASKED TRUTH. By Kelley Armstrong. Riley Vasquez and Max Cross are at a therapy camp when three masked men burst in to take the group hostage. The building has no windows. The exits are secured. Riley and Max know that if they can’t get out, they’ll be the next targets—but they’re about to discover that even escape doesn’t always equal freedom. 344 pages. Doubleday.

3830573 AMBUSH. By Mark Sullivan. Jake Logan and the Taskforce were called in to interrogate Ragna. 324 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95
THE DECEIVERS. By Alex Berenson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After a devastating terrorist attack in Dallas kills hundreds, former CIA agent John Wels is not surprised to be called to Washington. He is sure he has betrayed his colleagues to the men and women who have perpetuated the worst criminals found in the Holmes can. Wexler also brings to light the Victorian London crime scene that comprised the detective’s fascinating world. 192 pages. Skyhorse. 10/4/2012. $7.95

THE MURDER OF MARY RUSSELL. By Laurie R. King. Mary Russell is used to secret—her own, and those of her husband, Sherlock Holmes. But when a man arrives on the doorstep claiming to be her beloved housekeeper’s son, everything changes in a second. The more they dig, the more they uncover Mrs. Hudson’s secrets, from a time before her crimes were buried. 397 pages. Bantam. Pseudonym. $16.00

THE WHOLE ART OF ESTATE. By Anthony Horowitz. Days after Holmes and Moriarty disappear into the waterfall’s churning depths, Frederick Chase, a senior investigator at New York’s infamous Pinkerton agency, and Holmes in Switzerland—bringing with him a dire warning: Moriarty’s death has left a convenient vacancy in London’s criminal underworld. This limited edition features a hand-drawn, full-color illustration. 400 pages. HarperPerennial. $10.00

THE MURDER OF BERNARD HOGAN. By John Gardner. When an executed original Holmes is murdered, the full story behind the legendary detective Holmes, must find a cryptographer to help of the W atsons, may be the only ones vital information about England’s military to the estate of Crain Manor, has fallen in with a group of SpirituAltists and is determined to prove the existence of the paranormal. Dr. Watson is invited to where a seance is planned. Watson quickly realizes that the medium’s sightings of the family ghost, until James’s sister is found dead in a room locked from the inside. 286 pages. Titan. Pseudonym. $18.00

THE RED TOWER. By Mark A. Latham. James Crain, heir to the estate of Crain Manor, has fallen in with a group of Spiritualists and is determined to prove the existence of the paranormal. Dr. Watson is invited to where a seance is planned. Watson quickly realizes that the medium’s sightings of the family ghost, until James’s sister is found dead in a room locked from the inside. 286 pages. Titan. Pseudonym. $18.00

3296593 FROM HOLMES TO SHERLOCK: The Man Who Created an Icon. By Mattias Bostrom. Starting with the story behind the legendary detective and his many incarnations, Bostrom then moves to the people who have perpetuated the name, and recast the Sherlockian myth over the decades. He then discusses the actors who became famous for their personification of the modern-day TV interpretation, Elementary. Photos, some color. 287 pages. Mysterious Press. $4.95

3677733 THE SIGN OF SEVEN. Ed. by Martin H. Greenberg. A collection of brand-new novellas. Marvel as the master detective scourns London’s sewers to expose the killer of a mudlark, attends a deadly seance that may prove a man’s guilt; visits a carnival with an unusual menu; and settles an old score. 511 pages. Titan. $14.95

3732258 SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Master Detective. Four intriguing mysteries solved by the famous English detective Sherlock Holmes, when he traveled to Montana in the late 1800s. His cases include an murder at an opera house, a robbery against a racehorse, and the odd behavior of a miner’s wife. 240 pages. Riverbend. $9.95

3755770 MORIARTY. By Anthony Horowitz. After 11¼x5¼. Pub. at $55.00

150 specially researched and illustrated his unique volume documents the greatest mysteries, methods of deduction, and notorious criminals found in the Holmes canon. Wexler also brings to light the Victorian London crime scene that comprised the detective’s fascinating world. 192 pages. Skyhorse. 10/4/2012. $7.95

3828484 THE DISAPPEARANCE OF ALISTAIR AINSWORTH. By Leonard Goldberg. Joanna Bialock, the daughter of Sherlock Holmes, must find a cryptographer that the Germans have taken to pry vital information about England’s military strategies for the Great War. Joanna, with the help of one of the only two people who can connect the clues to find him.

3829693 HOLMES TO SHERLOCK: The Man Who Created an Icon. By Mattias Bostrom. Starting with the story behind the legendary detective and his many incarnations, Bostrom then moves to the people who have perpetuated the name, and recast the Sherlockian myth over the decades. He then discusses the actors who became famous for their personification of the modern-day TV interpretation, Elementary. Photos, some color. 287 pages. Mysterious Press. $4.95
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★ 3774936 INSPECTOR FRENCH AND THE SEA MYSTERY. By Freeman Wills Crofts. Arthur Bryant and his assistant, Inspector French, discover the drowned body of a man working as a watchman at the docks in London. The man was murdered and buried at sea. Arthur Bryant, with his assistant, Inspector French, investigate the case to solve it. Originally published in 1928. 394 pages. Zaffre. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3785543 BLOODSTONES. By Peter Lovesey. A rare and curious corpse is found in the Thames. Diamond loves this case because it involves a coroner's case. The body belongs to the person who found the corpse and the victim belongs to an elite group of mystery lovers. The body lies inside a padlocked houseboat and the only key is in the pocket of a man with an air-tight alibi. 360 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95
### Historical Mysteries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6974880 THE PAINTED QUEEN</td>
<td>By E. Peters &amp; J. Hess</td>
<td>342 pages</td>
<td>LARGE PRINT EDITION.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6619096 THE WAGES OF DESIRE</td>
<td>By Stephen Kelly</td>
<td>314 pages</td>
<td>Pegasus.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6952955 SWEEP SONG</td>
<td>By David Roberts</td>
<td>299 pages</td>
<td>Constable.</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3758478 SHADOW OF THE SERPENT</td>
<td>By David Ashton</td>
<td>195 pages</td>
<td>Hardcover.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3719048 PRAYERS THE DEVIL ANSWERS</td>
<td>By Sharyn McCrumb</td>
<td>227 pages</td>
<td>LARGE PRINT EDITION.</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### More Mysteries & Detectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3839141 DEATH OF A NURSE</td>
<td>By M.C. Beaton</td>
<td>419 pages</td>
<td>Harper.</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3876446 THE MISSED CORPSE</td>
<td>By Jean-Luc Bannalec</td>
<td>337 pages</td>
<td>Harper.</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3890627 THE ABSENT ONE</td>
<td>By Jussi Adler-Olsen</td>
<td>322 pages</td>
<td>Harper.</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3869963 THE SCARRED WOMAN</td>
<td>By Sara Blaedel</td>
<td>368 pages</td>
<td>Harper.</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3893589 THE SILENT WOMEN</td>
<td>By Sara Blaedel</td>
<td>368 pages</td>
<td>Harper.</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3804068 THE GATE KEEPER</td>
<td>By Charles Todd</td>
<td>418 pages</td>
<td>Plume.</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3840486 THE PERFECT HUSBAND</td>
<td>By David Fennoy</td>
<td>304 pages</td>
<td>Harper.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3840487 THE PERFECT WIFE</td>
<td>By David Fennoy</td>
<td>304 pages</td>
<td>Harper.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Other Mysteries & Detectives

- **LIMITED EDITION** 3876446 THE MISSED CORPSE: Larger print edition. 337 pages. Harper. | $27.00 |
- **LIMITED EDITION** 3890627 THE ABSENT ONE: Larger print edition. 322 pages. Harper. | $27.00 |
- **LIMITED EDITION** 3869963 THE SCARRED WOMAN: Larger print edition. 368 pages. Harper. | $27.00 |
- **LIMITED EDITION** 3893589 THE SILENT WOMEN: Larger print edition. 368 pages. Harper. | $27.00 |
- **LIMITED EDITION** 3840486 THE GATE KEEPER: Larger print edition. 418 pages. Plume. | $12.95 |

---

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
More Mysteries & Detectives

3787473 FACELESS KILLERS. By Henning Mankell. The brutal murder of a farmer and his wife threatens to inflame anti-immigrant sentiments in Sweden, and the Ystad police inspector Kurt Wallander must solve the murder before an already tense situation explodes. 280 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. $9.95

3740463 MAIGRET DEFENDS HIMSELF. By Georges Simenon. Maigret is shocked to find himself accused of a crime, and must fight to prove his innocence and save his reputation. 155 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00. $9.95

3838436 REQUIEM. By Geir Tangen. Journalist Viljo Gudmundsson is no stranger to chilling stories. So when he receives an anonymous email in which the writer claims the intention to execute a woman for her unpunished crimes, he thinks the whole thing is a bad joke. But when a woman’s body is found the next day, Viljo joins forces with Investigator Nino Scoltoff to solve the murder. 394 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

2869020 IN A HOUSE OF LIES. By Ian Rankin. A missing private investigator is found, locked in a car hidden deep in the woods. Worse still is that his body was in an area that had already been searched. Detective Inspector Siobhan Clarke is part of a new inquiry, canvassing through the memories of the area. Case–it’s for the truth. 372 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95

6968457 BLACK AND BLUE. By Ian Rankin. Rebus is juggling four cases trying to nail one killer who might just lead back to the infamous Bible John. And he is being publicly turned on by a man he has just accused of taking backhander s from Glasgow’s Mr. Big. 394 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

6970540 STRIP JACK. By Ian Rankin. MP Gregor Jack is caught in an Edinburgh brothel with a prostitute only he knows about. Initially Di Rebus is sympathetic to the MP’s dilemma, but with the disappearance of Jack’s wife, the glamorous surrounding the young man starts to become hazy. Rebus wants to know why. 279 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

3843025 EVEN DOGS IN THE WILD. By Ian Rankin. Retirement isn’t for John Rebus. He has no holidays, or home improvements. Being a cop is in his blood. So when Di Siobhan Clarke asks for his help on a murder case in Edinburgh, Rebus doesn’t need long to consider his options. 345 pages. Orion. Paperback. $3.95

3843033 EXIT MUSIC. By Ian Rankin. It’s late autumn in Edinburgh and late autumn in the career of Detective Inspector Rebus. As he tries to tie up some loose ends before he retires, a murder case intrudes. Only a few days shy of the end to his long, inglorious career, if he even makes it that far. 471 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95


2934000 COFFIN ROAD. By Peter May. 303 pages. Queen. Paperback. $11.99

6755062 COUNT TO TEN. By James Patterson & A. Sampi. 368 pages. Grand. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

2842262 IN PRIOR’S WOOD. By G.M. Malliet. SHOPWORN. 281 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95


388712 ROMAN COUNT DOWN. By David P. Wagner. 366 pages. Race Point. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $3.95


St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

3752232 THE DROWNED BOY. By Karin Fossum. A sixteen month old boy is found drowned in a pond right beside his home. When Jacob Skarre arrives on the scene, he senses something is off with the mother’s story and cons ulti ng Inspector Sejer. What could she be hiding? And to what lengths will she go to cover up her guilt? 253 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.00. $5.95

3865029 UNTO US A SON IS GIVEN. By Donna Leon. Commissario Guido Brunetti’s father in law, Count Falier, is urging his Venetian son to investigate a young man as his son. What seems innocent on the Venetian surface ultimately will lead to murder as Brunetti will discover. 285 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

2934001 STRIP JACK. By Ian Rankin. MP Gregor Jack is caught in an Edinburgh brothel with a prostitute only he knows about. Initially Di Rebus is sympathetic to the MP’s dilemma, but with the disappearance of Jack’s wife, the glamorous surrounding the young man starts to become hazy. Rebus wants to know why. 279 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

3843025 EVEN DOGS IN THE WILD. By Ian Rankin. Retirement isn’t for John Rebus. He has no holidays, or home improvements. Being a cop is in his blood. So when Di Siobhan Clarke asks for his help on a murder case in Edinburgh, Rebus doesn’t need long to consider his options. 345 pages. Orion. Paperback. $3.95

3843033 EXIT MUSIC. By Ian Rankin. It’s late autumn in Edinburgh and late autumn in the career of Detective Inspector Rebus. As he tries to tie up some loose ends before he retires, a murder case intrudes. Only a few days shy of the end to his long, inglorious career, if he even makes it that far. 471 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95


2934000 COFFIN ROAD. By Peter May. 303 pages. Queen. Paperback. $11.99

6755062 COUNT TO TEN. By James Patterson & A. Sampi. 368 pages. Grand. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

2842262 IN PRIOR’S WOOD. By G.M. Malliet. SHOPWORN. 281 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95


388712 ROMAN COUNT DOWN. By David P. Wagner. 366 pages. Race Point. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $3.95


St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

3752232 THE DROWNED BOY. By Karin Fossum. A sixteen month old boy is found drowned in a pond right beside his home. When Jacob Skarre arrives on the scene, he senses something is off with the mother’s story and cons ulti ng Inspector Sejer. What could she be hiding? And to what lengths will she go to cover up her guilt? 253 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.00. $5.95

3865029 UNTO US A SON IS GIVEN. By Donna Leon. Commissario Guido Brunetti’s father in law, Count Falier, is urging his Venetian son to investigate a young man as his son. What seems innocent on the Venetian surface ultimately will lead to murder as Brunetti will discover. 285 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

2934001 STRIP JACK. By Ian Rankin. MP Gregor Jack is caught in an Edinburgh brothel with a prostitute only he knows about. Initially Di Rebus is sympathetic to the MP’s dilemma, but with the disappearance of Jack’s wife, the glamorous surrounding the young man starts to become hazy. Rebus wants to know why. 279 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

3843025 EVEN DOGS IN THE WILD. By Ian Rankin. Retirement isn’t for John Rebus. He has no holidays, or home improvements. Being a cop is in his blood. So when Di Siobhan Clarke asks for his help on a murder case in Edinburgh, Rebus doesn’t need long to consider his options. 345 pages. Orion. Paperback. $3.95

3843033 EXIT MUSIC. By Ian Rankin. It’s late autumn in Edinburgh and late autumn in the career of Detective Inspector Rebus. As he tries to tie up some loose ends before he retires, a murder case intrudes. Only a few days shy of the end to his long, inglorious career, if he even makes it that far. 471 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95


2934000 COFFIN ROAD. By Peter May. 303 pages. Queen. Paperback. $11.99

6755062 COUNT TO TEN. By James Patterson & A. Sampi. 368 pages. Grand. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

2842262 IN PRIOR’S WOOD. By G.M. Malliet. SHOPWORN. 281 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95


388712 ROMAN COUNT DOWN. By David P. Wagner. 366 pages. Race Point. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $3.95


St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99
### Women in Fiction

**Limited Quantity**
- **3852466 THE HIGH TIDE CLUB** by Mary Kay Andrews. When two old friends, Josephine Bettendorf Warrick summons attorney Brooke Trappnell to her island home, Brooke is puzzled. Over the course of a few meetings, Josephine spares a tale of old friendships, dark secrets, betrayal, and an unsolved murder. 470 pages. St. Martin’s. **SOLD OUT**

- **3729739 THE DAISY CHILDREN** by Sofia Grant. Reeling from recent personal and professional setbacks, Katie Garrett flees Boston for Texas, where her grandmother has taken her in as an inheritance. Together with her cousin Scarlett, they begin the task of sorting through their grandmother’s possessions, discovering letters and photographs that uncover hidden truths about their shared history. 407 pages. Morrow. **SOLD OUT**

- **3844486 DAUGHTER OF MOLOKAI** by HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99

- **384408X THE LITTLE TEASOPH ON MAIN** by Jodi Thomas. As childhood friends Zoe, Emily and Shannon grow into women–focusing careers, following dreams and finding love–they’re not always where they planned. But through it all, the one constant is each other, and their regular tea parties. 378 pages. HQN. **SOLD OUT**

- **378455X THE HIGH SEASON** by Judy Blundell. No matter what the world throws her way, at least Ruthie has the house. Lovingly renovated, located by the sea in a quiet Long Island village two ferry rides from the glittering metropolises, the house is Ruthie’s nest egg. But by the end of one unhinged, unforgettable summer–nothing will be the same, and least of all Ruthie. 396 pages. Random Pub. **SOLD OUT**

### Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction


- **3817679 GIVE ME YOUR HAND.** by Megan Abbott. 422 pages. Little, Brown. **SOLD OUT**


- **3849435 THE FISHERMEN.** by Chigozie Obioma. 298 pages. Little, Brown. **SOLD OUT**


- **692368X THE LAST FLIGHT.** by Gregory P. Lieter. 390 pages. Yvonne Pub. **SOLD OUT**

- **6867391 THE BEACH HOUSE: COMING HOME.** by Georgia Bockoven. 332 pages. Morrow. **SOLD OUT**

- **3729391 THE STOLEN MARRIAGE.** by Diane Chamberlain. It is 1944. Pregnant, alone, and riddled with guilt, 23 year old Tussi abruptly gives up her budding career as a nurse and ends her engagement to the love of her life. Unwilling to lose the baby’s father for help, she agrees to marry him. Tussi quickly realizes she’s trapped in a strange and loveless marriage with no way out. 371 pages. HarperCollins. **SOLD OUT**

- **6116487 LEAVE ME.** by Gayle Forman. A harried working mother who’s so busy taking care of her husband and twins she doesn’t even realize that she has a heart attack, is surprised to learn that her entire life has been built on an imposition on those who rely on her. So she packs a bag and leaves, and with the help of friends, is finally able to own up to the secrets she has been keeping from herself. 343 pages. St. Martin’s. **SOLD OUT**

### Additional Titles

- **384425X THE TIDE CLUB.** by Jodi Thomas. Tiggy spends her days reveling in the raw beauty of the Scottish Highlands, where she works as a deer sanctuary. But when the sanctuary is forced to close, she takes a job as a wildlife consultant on the vast estate of the elusive and troubled Charlie Kinnaird. Here she meets an elderly woman who shares a six senses with her ancestors. 531 pages. Atria. **SOLD OUT**

- **384413X THE MOON SISTER.** by Lucinda Riley. Tiggy spends her days reveling in the raw beauty of the Scottish Highlands, where she works at an animal sanctuary. But when the sanctuary is forced to close, she must take a job as a wildlife consultant on the vast and enigmatic estate of an enigmatic yet troubled Charlie Kinnaird—which will bring her face to face with her past. 531 pages. Atria. **SOLD OUT**

- **3860965 LULLY WILLOWES.** by Sylvia Townsend Warner. Forty-seven-year-old Lolly is a conventional maiden aunt, an unpaid companion and babysitter to her grandchildren. After years of submission to her controlling family, she develops a love for horses, for riding, for wild places that impels her to flee London for a remote village—and a coven of bohemian witches. Originally published in 1926. 556 pages. Doer. **SOLD OUT**

- **3870907 REFINING FELICITY.** by M.C. Beaton. Preparing Felicity Vane for marriage turns out to be more of a challenge than Amy and Effy—the two–charming but impoverished sisters—could have ever imagined when they advertised their School for Manners. The Tribbles begin to court them,<Base-Image>-

### Price Information

- **$4.95**
- **$6.95**
- **$7.95**
- **$9.95**
- **$12.95**
- **$15.99**
- **$16.99**
- **$20.00**
- **$20.99**
- **$24.99**
- **$26.99**
- **$27.99**
- **$29.95**
- **$35.00**
- **$36.95**
- **$39.95**
- **$45.99**
- **$49.95**
- **$54.95**
- **$59.95**
- **$64.95**
- **$69.95**
- **$74.95**
- **$79.95**
- **$84.95**
- **$89.95**
- **$94.95**
- **$99.95**
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Men's Fiction

LIMITED QUANTITY 38435888 OUT OF THE ATIC. By V.C. Andrews. Even Conine's son, Malcolm Foxworth, has grown up in the Lower Room of Foxworth Hall and instantly whisked away to a wet nurse, feels alien to her. With a husband alternately absent and possessively cruel, Mal can barely scrape the surface of what lies beneath Foxworth Hall's dark facade, and the family that guards its legacies. 310 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

3769628 FAIRYTALE. By Danielle Steel. Camille Lannenas returns to Napa Valley to help her parents run their winery and to survive the will of her stepbrothers. Seeing an opportunity, she opens an elegant house of pleasure in Paris, that will protect its women, and serve only the best clientele. 336 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

291073X THE DUCHESS. By Danielle Steel. Angela Delacorte has grown up at magnificent Belgrave Castle under the loving tutelage of her father, the Duke of Westerfield. Upon his death, she is turned out by her stepbrothers and is left to fend for herself. 336 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

Romance

LIMITED QUANTITY 3868228 ARMS OF LOVE. By Kelly Long. The late 18th century is a dangerous time for Pennsylvania. Both Patriots and the British are pillaging land, and young Amish men are leaving the faith to take up arms and defend themselves. One such man is Adam. So when Joining the war meant leaving only his love, Lena. 310 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $15.99

386843X PROMISE LODGE. By Charlotte Hubbard. Founded by a Quaker who endured a tragic childhood, Promise Lodge is a colony where faith's promise can be fulfilled, and love can make all things new. But when Noah's former fiancée shows up, will he be able to forgive her harsh words and accept her apology? 309 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

3865186 ABIDING MERCY. By Ruth Reid. Faith's trust in herself, her Amish community, her family, and love in Gideon are all put to the test when a local newspaper runs a story about a child who was kidnapped fifteen years earlier. 342 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

386663X MIDNIGHT ON THE RIVER GREY. By Abby Debra. After her elder brother's mysterious death, Rebecca Hunter vows to expose the man she believes responsible. Lewis Browning—known by the locals as the Midnight Devil, and by Rebecca as her new guardian. Summoned to his remote county estate, Rebecca plans her own investigation. 327 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $15.99

3866467 BETTING ON HOPE. By Debra Clopton. Advice columnist Maggie never dreamed she'd be shaking hands with champion horse Trainer Montal. Over a high-stakes ‘betting on hope’ evening, Maggie is determined to bring in her inner cowgirl by teaching her to ride. While her riding improves, their attraction intensifies. But Tru knows he can never let Maggie in his heart, for it's her father's fortune and claim that rightfully belongs to her family. 361 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00

3859796 TEMPTATION'S DARLING. By Johanna Lindsey. A captivating adventure in 1800s Montana, where passions and gold fever run high as Violet Mitchell, an American heiress turns to a rugged mountain man, Rafe Dibny, to help her locate her father's fortune and claim that rightfully belongs to her family. 361 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00


3859798 THE WEDDING BEES. By Debra Clopton. Maggie never dreamed she'd be shaking hands with champion horse Trainer Montal. Over a high-stakes ‘betting on hope’ evening, Maggie is determined to bring in her inner cowgirl by teaching her to ride. While her riding improves, their attraction intensifies. But Tru knows he can never let Maggie in his heart, for it's her father's fortune and claim that rightfully belongs to her family. 361 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00
329081 BADDEST BAD BOYS. By Shannon McKenna et al. Novellas. These are the sexy bad boys no woman in right mind would mess with except that they're irresistible and will do anything to protect the woman they love. Titles include Anytime, Anywhere by Shannon McKenna; All I Am by E.C. Sherry and Deal with the Devil by Cathy Cole. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

SOLD OUT

375933 THE CHRISTMAS ROOM. By Catherine Anderson. Widow Maddie McLendon has uprooted her life to move to Rustler's Gulch, Oregon, and live with her son and grandson living in a makeshift camp of trailers. Local ranch owner and widower Sam Conacher has been content to wallow in his grief. It seems Maddie and Sam will never get along. But then a tragedy gives them a true glimpse into each other’s soul. Berkley. Paperbound. 197 pages. $4.95

SOLD OUT

2988674 DELICIOUSLY SINFUL. By Lilli Fayer. From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in this Hummer, it’s clear that this isn’t your average Phoebe Mayle’s whole world size. Not only has Nick taken over her kitchen as the new chef, he’s taken over her mind and her body. His insatiable appetite leaves her breathless with carnal cravings only he can satisfy. Can this hunger for each other last? Berkley. Paperback. 320 pages. $5.95

3811158 SIGNS OF ATTRACTION. By Laura E. Brown. Four years ago, someone known. As she saw those hands, feel them touching me, I knew: I should go. The feeling of God. I’m afraid of what he’ll find if he looks too closely. The only thing that scares me more than being with him? Letting him go. Berkley. Paperback. 334 pages. $6.99

SOLD OUT

3850078 AN ALAMAN CHRISTMAS. By Jennifer Stock. It seems she is one gift. But this workaholic surgeon has been to order to take time off. So she reluctantly trades in her scrubs for a ski suit and heads over to Alaska, where she reunites with Reed Reynolds, who works search and rescue. The gulf between their lives is wide, but it’s no match for a powerful love. Berkley. Paperback. 316 pages. $5.95

SOLD OUT

3787709 THE DUKE THAT I MARRY. By Cathy Maxwell. Any young lady would be very lucky to find herself promised to a man like the Duke of Camberly. He may be a prize but she will not be ‘sold’ to any man. At the last moment, Madeline is determined to discover the secrets behind the bankrupt estate he inherited. Little do they know that their paths will cross and they may be in jeopardy. Berkley. Paperback. 282 pages. $6.99

3756149 IT’S A CHRISTMAS THING. By Janet Dailey. After restoring his fortune as a lawyer, Lord Christian is determined to spend the holidays with the woman he loves. He promises to prove to her that life is wide, but it’s no match for a powerful love. Berkley. Paperback. 340 pages. $7.99

SOLD OUT

3766123 MUST LOVE DUKES. By Elizabeth Michels. She’s got a plan. When Devon Gray, Duke of Thornwood, enters theroom, Lady Melodee enlists Lillian Phillips who stole from his betrothal, with his pocket watch. Devon plots his revenge. If the daring wench likes to play games he’s happy to oblige. After all, what’s the use of being the Mad Duke if you can’t have some fun? 344 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

3834738 A HERO COMES HOME. By Sandra Hill. When being held prisoner for three years, former Marine is finally going home—except everyone, including his wife and young son, believes he was dead. Jake has changed since he left for war, and now he isn’t sure where his belons. 372 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3829081 BADDEST BAD BOYS. By Shannon McKenna et al. Novellas. These are the sexy bad boys no woman in right mind would mess with except that they’re irresistible and will do anything to protect the woman they love. Berkley. Paperback. 197 pages. $4.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

2970705 TWO INFELD S INSECRETS. By Laurel McKee. Banished from her home, Lady Sophia Huntington left to earn her father’s forgiveness and return to London. Until the sudden appearance of a suitor from the scandalous St. Claire family, she can finally win her father’s forgiveness and return to London. 342 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

SOLD OUT

3858840 ENGAGED TO THE EARL. By Linda Snelling. Did you know she’s betrothed to the most wonderful man in the world. But then, shockingly, Christopher Dake shows up. Nobody has heard from him in years, and not only is he very much alive, he’s also sinfully attractive. While there may be a problem except for the fact that she’s, well, promised to another. 370 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

[Image 18x260 to 63x332]
**Romance**


★3742722 PARADISE RULES. By Beth Kery. When Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he’s spent a lifetime hating, Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he determines to make the return to Scotland as fast as he can. Now that fate come to the rescue and in the process of saving his life, he discovers the only thing that truly matters. 326 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95.

★3778491 DESIRING THE HIGHLANDER. By Michele Sinclair. Sent on a foot mission to retrieve something from the very Englishman in his line of work, Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he’s spent a lifetime hating, Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he determines to make the return to Scotland as fast as he can. Now that fate come to the rescue and in the process of saving his life, he discovers the only thing that truly matters. 326 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95.

★3749414 DESIRING THE HIGHLANDER. By Michele Sinclair. Sent on a foot mission to retrieve something from the very Englishman in his line of work, Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he’s spent a lifetime hating, Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he determines to make the return to Scotland as fast as he can. Now that fate come to the rescue and in the process of saving his life, he discovers the only thing that truly matters. 326 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95.

★3742722 PARADISE RULES. By Beth Kery. When Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he’s spent a lifetime hating, Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he determines to make the return to Scotland as fast as he can. Now that fate come to the rescue and in the process of saving his life, he discovers the only thing that truly matters. 326 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95.

★3742722 PARADISE RULES. By Beth Kery. When Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he’s spent a lifetime hating, Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he determines to make the return to Scotland as fast as he can. Now that fate come to the rescue and in the process of saving his life, he discovers the only thing that truly matters. 326 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95.

★3742722 PARADISE RULES. By Beth Kery. When Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he’s spent a lifetime hating, Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he determines to make the return to Scotland as fast as he can. Now that fate come to the rescue and in the process of saving his life, he discovers the only thing that truly matters. 326 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95.

★3742722 PARADISE RULES. By Beth Kery. When Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he’s spent a lifetime hating, Cole McTernay finds that the “something” is a wild hellion, and he determines to make the return to Scotland as fast as he can. Now that fate come to the rescue and in the process of saving his life, he discovers the only thing that truly matters. 326 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95.
3769062 HEARTS IN HARMONY. By Beth Wiseman. Despite their differences, Mary and Levi share a love of music, and a shared confusion about whether their talents are God given gifts or temptations leading them into the English world. Both Mary and Levi will need to redefine what they love with their hearts say is right, and it could bring them together or tear them apart. 310 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.59

3694936 AN AMISH YEAR. By Beth Wiseman. Novellas. Living a year away from Amish country. Includes Rooted in Love; A Love for Irma Rose; Patchwork Perfect; and When Christmas Comes Again. 404 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3698343 NEVER TRUST A PIRATE. By Kathylick. When Admiral Miss Danielle MacLawry’s Schiff is hijacked, she’s startled to learn that the handsome gentleman she’s itching to stop playing nice and safe, and to marry, has been using inside information and new love is her undoing. 305 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★3701218 ONE WEEK TO THE WEDDING. By Diane Sturman. When the wedding date for her sister is moved up, Jolana, Nick walks away, breaking her heart, and she’s left to find a future without wedding bells and a new love for Noah Wilder. In


★3729192 LEFT FOR DEAD. By Lisa Jackson. Novels. In Tears of Pride Sheila is reeling from the aftermath of the devastating tragedy that claimed the life of a relative stranger than meets the eye? 330 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★3729190 THE CHRISTMAS STAR. By Donna VanLiere. Amy Denison volunteers at Glory’s Place, an after school program where she meets seven year old Maddie who is a mini-master of baking and needs to get her heartache and broken promises. 226 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.59

★37737X SURVIVE THE NIGHT. By Katie Ruggle. K9 Officer Otto Gunnarson has always had a soft spot for someone in need. As Monroe’s very own Dr. Dolittle, he dedicates himself to the injured soldiers cross that his path–but for all his big heart, he’s never been in love. That is until he meets Sarah Clifton’s haunted eyes, and he grows up a pickpocket. Now she and her future will depend on his choice. 427 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★37373X 2973197 THE CHRISTMAS STAR. By Donna VanLiere. Amy Denison volunteers at Glory’s Place, an after school program where she meets seven year old Maddie who is a mini-master of baking and needs to


★3795898 CHRISTMAS IS DESTINY. By Bethany Blake. Candace had her trust broken once before. Yet something about Shane won’t let her stay away. By Christmas, he’ll be gone. Until then, she’s itching to stop playing nice and safe, and to marry, has been using inside information and new love is her undoing. 305 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


★2993200 THE DOCTOR’S DATE. By Heidi Cullinan. Dr. Cade Anderson and Dr. Alex Barrera to help General Machado gain control of his country. As he is treated, Peg arrives determined to break through his armor and to show Grange she can be useful on and off the battlefield. 440 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★2977133 WHAT A ROGUE DESIRES. By Caroline Linden. A street orphan, Vivian has grown up in New York to marry a pickpocket and her drummer father tried to kill her, so she fled Falbrook. Eight years later, she returns home to find Dylan the sheriff of Falbrook, who for nearly a decade believes she is dead, and he hasn’t stopped searching for her heart, and then she meets Lilah Vazquez. 310 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $9.59

★3757120 A NANTUCKET WEDDING. By Nancy Thayer. The Baker family is divided in their blooming–for better or worse–in this captivating story set against the picturesque harbor of the sun-swept island of Nantucket. 303 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.59

3772778 THE NAGS HEAD. By Tracie Peterson. The rebellion and now love is her undoing. 382 pages. In

Paperbound. Pub. at $5.99 $3.95

3772772 PUPPY CHRISTMAS. By Lucy Gilmore. Polar bears w6es around his daughter Emily, until he meets Lila Vasquez. Smart, capable, and amazing at helping Emily gain confidence with her new service puppy at her side, Lila is everything he ever wanted, but she’s way out of his league. Good thing Emily and her new pup are up to the machining task. This Christmas, it’s all hands (and paws) on deck! 337 pages. Forever, Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.59

★3797265 COURAGEOUS. By Diana Fuller. Ella has the best of two worlds. From one of New York’s most popular landmarks. Forced to wonder who’s behind this, will Beth take a chance on a leading man who is determined to give her the Christmas gift of a lifetime? 374 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.59

2979627 STROKE OF MIDNIGHT. By Olivia Drake. Alex has never forgottenLaura Falkner, or forgiven himself for letting her go. Laura is as lovely as ever, but her attempts at crime-solving are putting her in danger. The only way Alex can keep her safe is to marry her. Can this notorious rake convince Laura that his heart is true? 345 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★3755673 AN AMISH CHRISTMAS BAKERY. By Amy Clipston et al. Novellas. From some of the best-selling authors in the Amish genre, four delicious stories perfect for celebrating love, joy, and the holiday season including Cookies and Cheer by Amy Clipston; Loaves of Love by Beth Wiseman; and Cakes and Kisses by Kelly Irvin. 400 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★3781607 AN AMISH HOMECOMING. By Amy Clipston et al. Novellas. In No Place Like Home, Eva knows she should put the past behind her, but is she ready to move into the future? When Love Returns is the story of Sarah and Adam who face the truth of their past so they can rediscover their first love. In What Love Does, Cevilla is surprised when a man


★2881483 THE DEVIL WEARS KILTS. By Suzanne Enoch. Lady Gillian’s heart belonged to a man she could never marry, and in doing so, she shares his secret sorrow and pain. 331 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★3809295 DOING BUSINESS WITH THE DOCTOR. By Karen�

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

★2881444 THE DEVIL WEARS BLAKEY. By Suzanne Enoch. Lady Gillian’s heart belonged to a man she could never marry, and in doing so, she shares his secret sorrow and pain. 331 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★3809248 DOING BUSINESS WITH THE DOCTOR. By Karen

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

★2881444 THE DEVIL WEARS KILTS. By Suzanne Enoch. Lady Gillian’s heart belonged to a man she could never marry, and in doing so, she shares his secret sorrow and pain. 331 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★3809295 DOING BUSINESS WITH THE DOCTOR. By Karen
**3868206** AN AMISH MARKET. By Amy Clipston et al. Novellas. All the color and variety of a quaint Amish shop in a charming collection of four of your favorite authors. Love Birds by Amy Clipston; A Bid for Love by Kathleen Fuller, Sweeter Than Honey by Kelly Irvin, and Love in Store by Vannetta Chapman. 408 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**373255X HOW TO CATCH A WICKED VISCOUNT.** By Amy Rose Bennett. Nate Hastings, the older brother of Sophie’s best friend, fellow disgraced debutante Lady Charlotte. When Nate accidentally compromises Sophie, Charlotte strikes a wicked bargain. Nate must help Sophie snare a husband. Delores Fossen. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**3876284 MY FOREVER HOME.** By Debbie Macomber. In a remote Alaskan town, and does n’t plan on staying long. But when trouble arrives on the scene, Tenney (from Tenney’s Bakery) and her fellow bakers are there to help. Tenney’s Bakery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

**3840204 A SIMPLE CHARITY.** By Rosalind Lauer. Although she is still in her twenties, Fanny has known a life of love and heartache. Twice widowed, she has a home to maintain, a renovation in the works, and a family to raise. Fortunately in the Amish community, help is at hand. Especially when the handsome Jed Miller, sent to do so by the Bishop, finds Fanny. 336 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3825566 CAUGHT BY SURPRISE.** By Jen Turano. When Gilbert Cavendish is called to rescue a mission she has served the city of Chicago only to discover that the woman is his good friend Temperance. But when misunderstandings in Chicago escalate into a threat on her life, Temperance accepts Gilbert’s help in solving the mystery, which may lead to more than she ever could imagine. 359 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**3855650 SURRENDER TO THE HIGHLANDER.** By Lynsay Sands. Lady Edith Drummond owes her life to Neil Buchanan and his brothers. Waking after an illness to a castle overrun by rugged Highlanders is disconcerting, but so is learning that she’s slowly being poisoned. But even more dangerous, is her attraction to the fierce warrior Niels. 282 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3834743 HUNTING FOR A HIGHLANDER.** By Lynsay Sands. Geordie Buchanan returns to his family home,两种 brides, thanks to his interfering family. Though one lass draws his attention—Lady Dwy—who is not nearly asplain as she thinks. Her eager kisses delight him, but he needs to eliminate a hidden enemy before they can seal their Highland passion with a vow. 374 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3872395 THE CHRISTMAS KEEPER.** By Jen Michel. To eliminate a hidden enemy before they can seal their Highland passion with a vow. 374 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

---

**376690X THE COLOR OF LOVE.** By Sharon Sala. Everyone admires Ruby and her desire to do the right thing, especially local lawyer "Peanut" Buttermann. He’s finally ready to tell her how he feels. But when trouble arrives on Ruby’s doorstep and their little town of Blessings, Georgia is threatened, she opens herself in ways he never imagined. 312 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3750094 A COLDWATER CHRISTMAS.** By Deidre Fossen. Recently divorced a second time, Jana is not sure whether it’s by accident or design. And Jana knows how much more it would be to let a love this magical slip away. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3696351 PHYSICAL FORCES.** By D.D. Ayres. Delores Fossen’s novels disappoint and turn up dead, pet detective Macaya Burkett finds herself targeted and her life threatened. As Oliver Kelly, the gorgeous co-writer of K-9 Search and Rescue, and Macaya join forces to stop a widespread case of animal theft, it unleashes a torrent of passion that can’t be tamed. 305 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $1.95

**2984172 A COUNTRY CHRISTMAS.** By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In Buffalo Valley, Vaughn visits Buffalo Valley, North Dakota in December looking for his ex-girlfriend. When he meets Carrie, and as they grow closer, Vaughn knows he’s destined to stay there. In Return to Promise, rancher Cat Peterson is recently separated from her husband. Will they re-encounter in time for Christmas? 424 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95


**3698284 BORN TO BE WILDE.** By Eloisa James. For beautiful, witty Lavinia Gray, there’s only one thing worse than having to ask the appalling Perrih Sterling to marry him, being turned down by him. Learning of Lavinia’s desperate circumstances, he decides to help her. Will they re-encounter in time for Christmas? 424 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**3868199 AN AFFAIR BEFORE CHRISTMAS.** By Eloisa James. When Xanthe Miller is determined to lose the weight he still lusts after, the duke is determined to win back his beguiling bride’s delectable affairs—and surpass the heady days of first love. 388 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3833110 UNDER A FIRELY MOON.** By Donna Kauffman. Chasing her first love, Wyatt, to face Wyatt again, to explain herself. But seeing the man he’s become, she’s unsure. Gone is the quiet, gentle boy she knew. In his place a rugged, brooding man who has become a hero. But Joaquin believes in the magic of Christmas, and he knows he can convince the woman of his dreams that he’s a keeper. 309 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3833110 UNDER A FIRELY MOON.** By Donna Kauffman. Chasing her first love, Wyatt, to face Wyatt again, to explain herself. But seeing the man he’s become, she’s unsure. Gone is the quiet, gentle boy she knew. In his place a rugged, brooding man who has become a hero. But Joaquin believes in the magic of Christmas, and he knows he can convince the woman of his dreams that he’s a keeper. 309 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

---


**3756253 SANTA’S ON HIS WAY.** By Lisa Jackson et al. Novellas. Enjoy the holidays with this collection of five novellas including A Baby for Christmas by Lisa Jackson; What the Cowboy Wants for Christmas by Manley Yates; Showed In by Grace Burrowes; The Wedding for Christmas by Nicole Helm. 410 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3772832 A COWBOY FOR CHRISTMAS.** By Sara Richardson. A Cowboy Christmas. Rachel Low has cultivated a life under the radar, but a benefit rodeo is Darla Michaels plan to help her friends rebuild after a fire. But to pull it off she has to get help from Ty Forrester, the irresistible bull rider. But Ty and Darla soon discover a precious little Christmas surprise that might help them embrace a life together. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

---

**3750183 LOW COUNTRY CHRISTMAS.** By Karen White. O’Dwyer is determined to discover his father. But sweet baby Penny and her fiercely independent aunt Holly arrive at his door, and now he’s trimming trees and stuffing stockings for three. But when the ghost of Cash’s past threatens to ruin Savannah’s Christmas, he’ll do whatever it takes to be the father Penny needs, and the man Holly deserves. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

---

**3779181 A MAGGECOR CHRISTMAS.** By Nicole Helm. In Atonement, it’s the winter of 1745 in Scotland, and the fiery daughter of the powerful MacGeccor clan laird, despises Englishmen and all they stand for, especially her new husband’s best friend Brigham. But as the snow rages, Serena’s heart is melted. In In the Cold, it’s 1776 in America, and injured minuteman Ian MacGeccor is forced to take refuge with the widow Alanna Flynn. 410 pages. Silhouette Romance. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**3708527 DANGEROUS EMBRACE.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Treasures Lost, Treasures Found, Kate’s father left a map leading to a gold hidden deep in the snow. In A Gift to the Groom, her fiancée, Alexander Irwin, after meeting Savannah, he might change her life. Cameron’s Shadow, after meeting Savannah, he might change her life. Cameron’s Shadow, 498 pages. Silhouette Romance. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**3773604 GABRIEL: LORD OF REGRETS.** By Grace Burrowes. After two years in hiding to protect his family, Gabriel, Marquess of Hesketh, leaves behind the woman he loves and returns home to untangle the plots against him. When the lady turns up on his doorstep to paint portraits of Gabriel’s brother, he’s not sure what to do with his design. Ann was now he could be harm’s way too. 370 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**3795713 FOREVER AND A DUKE.** By Grace Burrowes. Wrexham, Duke of Elsmere, learns he is on the verge of a financial catastrophe. Eleanor Hatfield who has an uncanny knack for numbers, reluctantly agrees to help when Rex seeks aid from her employer. What started as an assigned assignment then soon leads to forbidden kisses and impossible longings. Will true love lead to heartbreak? 446 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95
Comedy & Farce in Fiction

3786093 BAD MONKEY. By Carl Haasle. 413 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $3.95
6903061 CLOWNFISH BLUES. By Tim Dorsey. 334 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95


3741362 THE MAJESTY OF THE MOUNTAINS. By Elise Vaimanorda. The story follows Maria Vittoria from 1923, over a period of three decades, as she moves to the town where she and her new husband become shopkeepers, through the birth of their five children, through the hardships and cruelties of the National Fascist Party rule and the Second World War. An unforgettable portrait of a woman navigating the treacherous and the inevitable. 347 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

390444X THE CLOCKMAKER'S DAUGHTER. By Kate Morton. England, 1862. A group of young artists spend a secluded winter in the countryside; one of them is a young man named Henry. But by the time they stay is over, one woman has been shot dead while another has disappeared; a priceless heirloom is missing; and one man's life is in ruins. More than 150 years later, two girls set out to solve the mystery and searches for answers. 485 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

290621X THE CHILDBURY LADIES' CHOIR. By Jennifer Ryan. As England becomes ensnared in the early days of WWII, the women of Chilbury village forge an uncommon bond. They defy the Vicar's stuffy edict to close the choir and instead "sing on surviving," resurrecting themselves as the Chilbury Ladies' Choir. An enchanting story of home-front struggles of five unforgettable choir members. 371 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3889599 CAROLINE: Little House, Revisited. By Sarah Miller. In the frigid days of February 1870, Caroline Ingalls and her family faced far comforts of the Big Woods of Wisconsin for a new life in Kansas's Indian Territory. Packing what they can carry in their wagon, Caroline, her husband Charles, and their two little girls head west to settle in a beautiful and unpredictable land full of promise and peril. 387 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3838284 THE JUDGE HUNTER. By Christopher Buckley. London, 1989. Balty de St. Michel is twenty-four and has no skills, no employment, and no prospects. He gets by on handouts from his brothers and an occasional job as an office administrator in the Navy Office. Fed up with his needy relative, he sends Balty on an assignment in the colonies—track down and capture two runaway judges who signed the death warrant of his famous aviator husband. What started as a headline-making romance would only bring heartbreak and hardships, ultimately pushing her to do whatever it takes to save her life. 463 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

383350X THE EDGE OF THE FALL. By Kate Williams. In the aftermath of the Great War, the De Witt family are struggling to piece together the shattered fragments of their lives. They are trying to make their marriage work, coping with the changing interests of their other children, and don't know how to function in the post-war world. 424 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

3832322 INTO THE DARKNESS. By Kate Williams. Bringing the Storms of War trilogy to a close, this story is filled with the tension of life with her famous aviator husband. What started as a headline-making romance would only bring heartbreak and hardships, ultimately pushing her to do whatever it takes to save her life. 424 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95


3857238 KATHERINE OF ARAGON, THE TRUE QUEEN. By Alison Weir. The affection of Henry VIII's queen. Now Katherine must be prepared to fight to the end for her faith, her legitimacy, and her heart. 559 pages. Henry Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3860949 THE GILDED AGE: A Tale of Two Cities. By Mark Twain & C.D. Warner. Collins, the principal owner of the Liverpool-Dover steamer service, creates a rollicking 1873 tale, which became synonymous with the rampant post-Civil War corruption of Washington, D.C., where crooked politicians and greedy speculators vied with banks that lent for bonds that went bankrupt. 383 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95


3872554 THE AVIATOR'S WIFE. By Melanie Benjamin. A fascinating historical narrative of one woman's life with her famous aviator husband. What started as a headline-making romance would only bring heartbreak and hardships, ultimately pushing her to do whatever it takes to save her life. 424 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

3846164 MUCH ADO ABOUT LEEWIE. By Dewey Lambdin. Royal Navy Captain Alan Lewrie is riddled with conscience aga inst her desires. 559 pages. Henry Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

3874619 SADDLE TREE. By Olive Ann Burns. In 1906, scandal breaks in the small town of Cold Sassy, Georgia, when E. Rucker Blakeslee elopes with Miss Love Simpson. He is barely twenty-three widower, and she is only half his age and Italian to boot. Their marriage inspires a whirlwind of local gossip. 392 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3873099 BIG BANG. By David Bowman. In the decades after WWII, Lucille Ball is trying to change the life that her late husband, Desi Arnaz, left behind. With her current Committee as Jackie Kennedy enjoys a clandestine moonlight cruise with Frank Sinatra. Norma Mailer and Arthur Miller seek quickie divorce, and Howard Hunt spins around South America with the CIA. A riotous account of a country, perhaps, at the beginning of the end. 395 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $32.00 $5.95

3775970 WHEN WINTER COMES. By V.A. Shannon. In the years since the invasion of Normandy, other survivors have sold their accounts for notoriety and money, lurid tales often filled with half-truths or blatant, gory lies. Now, Mrs. Klein must decide whether to keep those bitter memories secret, or risk destroying the life she has endured so much to build. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $5.95

3767809 QUEEN LUCIA, MISS MAPP. By E.F. Benson. Novels. These sparkling classic comedies of manners are set against the petty snobberies and competitive maneuverings of English society in the 1920s and 1930s. The series revolves around two unforgettable characters, both forceful and irrepressible women who dominate their respective villages in southern England. Queen Lucia and Miss Mapp. 562 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00 $12.95

3843068 THE GLADIATOR. By Simon Scarrow. Returning to Rome from a harrowing campaign, Roman Centurions Cato and Macro are shipwrecked on an isolated island. But before their escape, their flamboyant captain, Santa Anna, returns to power through intrigue and political persuasion. Two very different legions! Centurion Macro remains behind in charge of the fort as Prefect Cato leads the invasion south, and the infamous Ashore they discover panic, devastation, and a slave revolt. Taking control of the shaken men of the local garrison, Cato and Macro must save the province. 370 pages. Headline. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3842991 BRITANNIA. By Simon Scarrow. Roman Britain, AD 52. In a dark, dank cellar, a famous aviator husband. What started as a headline-making romance would only bring heartbreak and hardships, ultimately pushing her to do whatever it takes to save her life. 424 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

3873831 COURTING MR. LINCOLN. By Louis Bayard. Told in the alternating voices of Mary Todd and Joshua Speed and inspired by historical events, this work comes squarely from the courage of Mary unlike any that has come before and an evocation of the unified man who would grow into one of the nation’s most beloved presidents. 379 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

3843452 AS BRIGHT AS HEAVEN. By Melanie Benjamin. A fascinating historical narrative of one woman's life with her famous aviator husband. What started as a headline-making romance would only bring heartbreak and hardships, ultimately pushing her to do whatever it takes to save her life. 424 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/827
**Limited Quantity**
**3874176 THE LAST KINGDOM.** By Bernard Cornwell. Brings to center stage King Alfred the Great, a crucial figure in English history, establishing Wessex as a kingdom. 351 pages. Harper. Paperbound. **SOLD OUT**

**884677 AMERICA'S OUTLAWS AND THE TREASURES THEY LEFT BEHIND.** By W.C. Jameson. Combining the allure of outlaws from the Wild West with the mystery of lost treasure, renowned treasure hunter W.C. Jameson has adapted thirty of his favorite outlaws tales to bring the classic stories to life. 252 pages. August House. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 **$12.95**

**3855023 THE GENERAL.** By C.S. Forester. After Herbet Curzon fumbles a marriage proposal, he sails to China on the path to glory in the Boer War, 1914 finds him an honorable, decent, brave and wholly unimaginitive colonel. Survival through the early slaughters in which so many fellow-officers perish brings him rapid rise, while literary wonder boy F. Scott Fitzgerald's career is slowly drowning in its own resentment of faraway Ottoman rule. 273 pages. New York Review of Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 **$11.95**

**Limited Quantity**

**2871513 SECRETS OF CAVENDON.** By Barbara Taylor Bradford. Summer, 1949. With the end of WW II, changes have taken place at Cavendon Hall. A new generation is at the helm, and also at the forefront of new scandals and intrigue. The families of Cavendon will have to find a way to work together and protect one another in the face of threats they never could have predicted. 390 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. **SOLD OUT**

**3692124 MASTER OF HIS FATE.** By Barbara Taylor Bradford. Even as a child, James Fitch rises through the ranks in Victorian England, proving himself both hardworking and trustworthy, catching the eye of Henry Malvern, head of the Malverns of London. But when threats against his reputation and his life emerge, James will have to prove that he truly is the master of his fate. 400 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. **$7.99**

**389998 A BOND UNDONE.** By Jin Yong. Guo Jing and his sweetheart, Lotus Huang, journey through China and into the territory in search of answers about his past, while being hunted by someone who wants revenge. A tale of duty and justice, love and honor, treachery and brotherhood, and how far one is willing to go for their bonds. The sequel to the international bestseller INVADER. 426 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. **$12.95**

**3881040 A HERO BORN.** By Jin Yong. After his father—a devoted Song patriot—is murdered by the Jin empire, Guo Jing and his mother flee to the plains of Ghenghis Khan and his horde. In the day, he must face his mortal enemy in battle in the Garden of the Drunken Immortals. 414 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. **SOLD OUT**

**387849X LEGEND OF THE THRYBERG HAWK.** By Jack Holroyd. Deserted by his father who had left to fight the Lancastrian cause, the embittered and determined Edward Blackadder embarks on a path of vengeance and becomes embroiled in the bitter struggle for the throne of England between the Houses of Lancaster and York. 352 pages. Headline. Paperbound. **$11.95**

**Limited Quantity**
**3876791 DAWN OF A NATION: THE STORY OF THE ALBANY PROCLAMATION.** By Tom Bowers. The story of how the three most powerful brewer of Iowa City and the prohibitionists slammed head on into each other. This is a tale of how beer and its love of drinking and drinking beer, sparked events that would shape America for a generation. Photos. 240 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 **SOLD OUT**

**38884X WOLF HALL.** By Hilary Mantel. In the ruthless arena of King Henry VIII’s court, only one man dares gamble his life to win the king’s favor and ascend to the heights of political power. Thomas Cromwell. The master of intrigue. 406 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 **$12.95**

**3832856 JACKSON.** By Max Byrd. Recreates the life and times of Old Hickory, America’s seventh president, through the story of his struggle to persuade a reluctant Congress to declare war on the north. 351 pages. HarperCollins. **SOLD OUT**

**3731227 THE TURN OF MIDNIGHT.** By Minette Walters. The conclusion to The Last Hours. As the year 1349 approaches, the story rediscovers its devastating course across England. In Dorsetshire, the quarrelsome people of Develish question whether they are the only survivors, and where they will find safety in the cold and dark outside. One man has the courage to find out—Thadeus Thurlkell. 411 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $27.99 **$15.95**

**3841451 TOPIC OF CONVERSATION.** By S.C. Sherman. Blending real life historical characters, this is the story of how the three most powerful brewers of Iowa City and the prohibitionists slammed head on into each other. This is a tale of how beer and its love of drinking and drinking beer, sparked events that would shape America for a generation. Photos. 240 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 **SOLD OUT**

**3847447 A DAUGHTER'S SORROW.** By S.C. Sherman. Blending real life historical characters, this is the story of how the three most powerful brewers of Iowa City and the prohibitionists slammed head on into each other. This is a tale of how beer and its love of drinking and drinking beer, sparked events that would shape America for a generation. Photos. 240 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 **SOLD OUT**

**2872412 THE GIRL IN THE RAGGED SHAWL.** By Cathy Sharp. Eliza was left as a small baby at the workhouse wrapped in her mother’s shawl. At eleven years old, she has survived sickness, near starvation and harsh beatings. Miss Smiths is charged to take care of Eliza. Eliza is relieved to be out of the workhouse. But with cruelty and unkindness everywhere, will happiness ever find her? 328 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. **SOLD OUT**
Historical Fiction

★ 389259X HSI-WETAILES. By Robert Wexelblatt. The tale of how a peasant, Chen Hsi-wel, received an education and became a poet, causing a degree of excitement as a writer whose poems are beloved by the people. The story of Chen Hsi-wel brings China's Sui Dynasty to life. 236 pages. Regal. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 [3785874 $13.95]


★ 383906X MRS. OSMOND. By John Banville. 369 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 [380297X $20.95]

★ 38097X COUNTRY DAKR. By Chris Offutt. 231 pages. Grove. Pub. at $20.95 [3829286 $15.95]


★ 371215X HEAL HATH NO FURY. By Charles L. Parks and Larry N. Stoller. This new brief is no westward wagon train bound for the Rocky Mountains. But when their unsupervised wagon master deserts them, they press on by themselves, deep into that wild, dense land. Find them, Jamie's brother enlists the help of legendary scout John Hawk. 307 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 [3727165 $3.95]

★ 379814X ONE THOUSAND WHITE WOMEN. By Jim Ferguson. Based on an actual historical event. In the winter of 1867, two women, 482 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 [379814X $4.95]

★ 370954X BLOOD OF RENEGADES. By J. A. Johnstone. The runaway bride that Coronado married, and a little history of her own. Soon, the Loner touches off a storm of violence. 305 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 [3774848 $3.95]

★ 3843181 SAVAGE COUNTRY. By Robert Oemish. American frontier, 1878, Michael, a Civil War veteran, returns to town found his dead brother's debt. Together with his widowed sister in law, they embark on a massive, and hugely dangerous buffalo hunt. But when the buffalo abandons the plains, he must decide to split up in order to bag their prey--and take separate paths towards damnation. When the spring's thaw comes, they'll find a city of danger. 391 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 [3753122 $3.95]

★ 3837947 DEAD TIME. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Hank Falon, a justice-seeking ex-con, goes undercover and behind bars again to expose a plot as big, as bold, and as deadly as anything in the Dead City. 383 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 [3837947 $5.95]

Westerns & Cowboy Stories

★ 2883511 DESERT DEATH-SONG. A Collection of Western Stories. By Louis L'Amour. Compiles nearly a dozen of Louis L'Amour's greatest stories, many of which have been hard to find in book form. Handpicked from a variety of pulp Western magazines, these tales feature the mavericks, outlaws, romantics and heroes that have made L'Amour the definitive name in Western fiction. 249 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 [3789172 $9.95]


★ 3709543 STAGECOACH TO PURGATORY. By Brand. Andy Adams and more. Illus., many in color. Algonquin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 [3709543 $10.95]
Westerns & Cowboy Stories

3786684 BROTHERHOOD OF EVIL. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. When the Jensen boys decide to take a trip to Smoke Jensen’s ranch, leaving Sally, Pearl and Cal alone at the Sugarloaf—the family homestead becomes an easy target for a hardcase from Hell named Mephisto. The way to stop him is to outwit the hangman. But before he goes, he has a few stories he wants to get straight. In Mary, a River, the battlefied family is attacked by Comanche raiders on their village. It’s the beginning of a long journey west through Texas. Young brothers Judith and Troy are forced apart, and destined to reunite when the Civil War reaches Texas. 551 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

LEATHERNS NUGGETS 3786635 BADGE BUSTED. By Elmer Kelton. A pair of western adventures by a master of the genre. In Badger Boy, David “Rusty” Shannon’s youth as a captive of the Comanches returns to haunt him. Then The Wast of Wyoming, the fate is intertwined with that of his new companion, Andy Pickard. Recently rescued from Comanche captivity, sold out.

SOLD OUT

3815378 JOEY PIGEON/MAVERICK RIVER. By Elmer Kelton. In Joe Pigeon, this Texas badman is convicted of murder and is facing the hangman. But before he goes, he has a few stories he wants to get straight. In Mary, a River, the battlefied family is attacked by Comanche raiders on their village. It’s the beginning of a long journey west through Texas. Young brothers Judith and Troy are forced apart, and destined to reunite when the Civil War reaches Texas. 551 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

3774961 THESE VIOLENT TIMES. By C. Courtney Joyner. There is a new scourge of germ warfare, and it’s threatening to wipe out thousands of innocent lives. A doctor, driven insane by the war, is spreading pestilence across the land. Now it’s up to Dr. Bishop to stop the plague with only one way: load up and start shooting. 296 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

PRICE CUT TO $1.95


3734454 BLACK FOX/OUTLAW KINGDOM. By Matt Braun. Novels. The Texas post Civil War, is filled with orphanage and settlers. Now that the Civil War has begun, the Comanche have a new chance for victory and revenge in Black Fox. And in Outlaw Kingdom, Lincoln County, the Mexican land rush in 1889, setting aside his badge to make his fortune. But now he’s been called back into service to hunt gang leader Bill Doolin. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

3758001 CROSSFIRE. By Matt Braun. A band of vicious thieves have killed five men already, and stolen a quarter of a million dollars in silver and gold. Wells Fargo recruits the violent Pinkerton agent Ash Tallman. Both Ash and his lady go deep undercover and quickly find their way inside the strange, vicious outlaw band—but that’s only the beginning. 230 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


2977680 THE RETURN OF KID COOPER. By Brad Smith. Nate Cooper, after serving thirty years in prison, returns to his old stomping grounds to find the Blackfoot Indians, the people he went to prison trying to defend, are still being cheated out of their land. Finding he can no longer fly by, he sets out to level the scales and force some justice into the changing landscape. 282 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
387565 THE CAINE MUTINY. By Herman Wouk. Lieutenant Steve Maryk risks his career by wrestling control of a despicable misanthrope from his cowardly commander and is tried for mutiny. 537 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.

381338X PARIS IN THE DARK. By Robert Olen Butler. Autumn, 1915. WWI is raging across Europe. Of the 190,000 Americans out of the trenches—though hasn’t stopped young men and women from crossing the Atlantic to volunteer at the front. Nonetheless, Harry Ackerman, who now runs the very dangerous French newspaper, is no longer doubling as an undercover agent for the U.S. is, and is soon given a new mission. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $26.00.


384749 BLACK CHAMBER. By S.M. Stirling. 1916. The Great War rages overseas, and the whole of Europe, Africa, and western Asia is falling to the Central Powers. To win a war that must be won, Teddy Roosevelt, once again the American President, turns to his top secret Black Chamber to codify its cursed and deadly spy, Luci’i Malvi Aroluvo. 388 pages. Ace. Paperback. Pub. at $1.60.

376623 A WOMAN’S WAR. By Simon Block. As enemy planes continue to bombard the North West of England, the members of Great Paxford’s Women’s Institute fight harder than ever to keep the American bombers out of the trenches—though that path’s been planned for him feel less appealing by the day. He soon forms an emotional relationship with his math teacher that may lead to more. 324 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00.

3790782 VALLEY OF THE SHADOW. By Ralph Peters. From hungry, hard-bitten Rebel privates to a pair of Union officers destined to become presidents, from a neglected hero who saved the nation from disaster and went on to one of his century’s greatest novels. To doomed Confederate leaders of incomparable valor—this story brings to life one of the bloodiest periods of our nation’s history. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

384084 HEARTS OF STONE. By Simon Scarrow. Greece: the land of Odysseus, its beautiful landscape still littered with the artifacts of the history. During the years of WWII, a friendship sworn in peace between a young German and the Greek boy and girl he met one idyllic summer will turn into a desperate battle between enemies. 509 pages. Forge. Paperback.

3857025 THE TOMB OF THE ICEMAN. By Olen Butler. Autumn, 1915. WWI is raging across Europe. Of the 190,000 Americans out of the trenches—though hasn’t stopped young men and women from crossing the Atlantic to volunteer at the front. Nonetheless, Harry Ackerman, who now runs the very dangerous French newspaper, is no longer doubling as an undercover agent for the U.S. is, and is soon given a new mission. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $26.00.

3874454 THE HARVEY GIRL. By Harvey Waite Clayton. Normandy, June 29, 1944. After months at sea, U.S. Navy Commander Scott Hagen is on leave when he is attacked by an armed man in a crowded restaurant. As more deadly events follow, it becomes clear that there has been a massive information breach and that America’s most dangerous enemy has made a weapon of the stolen data. 379 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00.


Gay & Lesbian Fiction

3849171 THE COMING OF THE NIGHT. By John Rechy. 1981. Los Angeles. Young, beautiful Jesse is celebrating one year on the dazzling gay scene and plans to lose himself completely in its transient pleasures. He is joined by Dave, a leatherman bent on testing limits, a young hustler, an opera lover lost in fantasies of youth, and a gang of teenagers looking for trouble. 244 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00.

2950480 WHERE YOU ARE. By J.H. Rubble. Robert’s life is falling apart—his wife in a mental clinic, his father is terminally ill, his mother is squabbling with her interning sons, his boyfriend is unsupportive, and the career path that’s been planned for him feels less appealing by the day. He soon forms an emotional relationship with his math teacher that may lead to more. 324 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00.


3889223 THE COMING OF THE NIGHT. By John Rechy. 1981. Los Angeles. Young, beautiful Jesse is celebrating one year on the dazzling gay scene and plans to lose himself completely in its transient pleasures. He is joined by Dave, a leatherman bent on testing limits, a young hustler, an opera lover lost in fantasies of youth, and a gang of teenagers looking for trouble. 244 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00.
Limited Quantity 3842419 Of Blood and Bone. By Nora Roberts. Now the time has come for Fallon to walk away from her home, into a mysterious shelter in the forest where her training can begin. Under the guidance of Mallick, whose skills have been epic in which the fates of these characters intertwine and where ordinary people become heroes. 404 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95


Promethean Horrors: Classic Tales of Mad Science. Ed. by Xavier Aldana Reyes. Assembled here are ten thrilling tales of literature’s most brilliant and controversial tale set in the immigrant, the peculiar and the peculiar. The Horr of at Red Hook, The Empiricist, has a mission: to protect the Unique, forensic sorceress in the service of the Empire, has a mission: to protect the Unique, forensic sorceress in the service of the Empire. A band of vicious rogue immortals is... Estd. by Clark, the most psychologically complex piece. "The Isle of Torturers;" "The Flower-Women;" and nearly 20 more. 328 pages. Night Shade. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

Queen of Summer than any half human should possess a weapon, or that he was once closer to the hand of his... His launch will be a life that’s been ordered to marry and embarks on a quest to discover that he is a dead... He has spent a hundred years, immortal Elspeth hasn’t done a thing. A local woman who looks uncannily like his dead wife. Author’s influential tales of fantasy, horror, and science fiction. One of the writers credited with defining and shaping the “weird fiction” genre, Smith gives us “The Mandrakes;” “The Isle of Torturers;” “The Flower-Women;” and nearly 20 more. 328 pages. Night Shade. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

The Irving Wyrm Affair; The Red Plague Affair; The Ripper Affair; The Damnation Affair. In 1719, Elizabeth Good published a collection of rhyming spells as a children’s book, creating a spell book before the true power can be unleashed. 294 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3845923 Gates of Stone. By Angus Macalan. Just before her sixteenth birthday, Prietza and her loyal right hand as heir to the Ice-Bear Throne. Determined to regain his inheritance, she murders the foreign lord she’s been ordered to marry and embarks on a perilous quest to the world of the Laut Besar in search of the vast wealth and power she needs to claim the Empire for herself. 382 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3846056 The Librarians and the Pot of Ouroboros. The Library of that age managed to dispose of all copies except one. Now strange things are happening at the world’s greatest and her team of Librarians must track down the spell book before the true power can be unleashed. 331 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

3846176 Twelve Bitten. By Lysaey Sands. For someone who’s been around for over a hundred years, surviving hasn’t done a whole lot of living. Now that she’s moved away from her controlling mother, she’s tracking down rogue vampires and enjoying some overindulgence. Suddenly, she finds herself back in the land of her youth, but her landlady’s hot grandsons checks both boxes. 340 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

The Val ley of Gold. By Clark. “There was no other way…to dispose of all copies except one. Now strange things are happening at the world’s greatest and her team of Librarians must track down the spell book before the true power can be unleashed. 331 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

3846220 Trailer Park Fae. By Liith Saintcrow. Jeremiah Gallow left his past behind, but some things cannot be erased. Like the tattoos on his arms that transform into weapons, or that he was once closer to the hand of his... His launch will be a life that’s been ordered to marry and embarks on a quest to discover that he is a dead... He has spent a hundred years, immortal Elspeth hasn’t done a thing. A local woman who looks uncannily like his dead wife. Author’s influential tales of fantasy, horror, and science fiction. One of the writers credited with defining and shaping the “weird fiction” genre, Smith gives us “The Mandrakes;” “The Isle of Torturers;” “The Flower-Women;” and nearly 20 more. 328 pages. Night Shade. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

3846280 The Colony of Bannock & Clare. By Lilith Saintcrow. Novels: Emma Bannock, forensic sorceress in the service of the Empire, has a mission: to protect Archibald Clare, a failed, unregistered mentalist of legendary status who is descended from a family of sorcerers. The colony’s characters, both human and non-human, are likeable and her own sorcery is not inconsiderable. Includes: The Iron Wym Affair; The Red Plague Affair; The Ripper Affair; The Damnation Affair. 1270 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>The Labyrinth Index</em></td>
<td>Charles Stross</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>Tor.</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Thanks For Last Night</em></td>
<td>Eve Langlais</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>St. Martin's</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Lost Plot</em></td>
<td>Genevieve Cogman</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>Ace. Paperbound</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>City of Lies</em></td>
<td>Sam Hawke</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$28.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mystic Dragon</em></td>
<td>Jason Denzel</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>Tor.</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Deep Roots</em></td>
<td>Ruthanna Emrys</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>Tor.</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Devil's Right Hand</em></td>
<td>Lilith Saintcrow</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>Orbit. Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rise of the Mystics</em></td>
<td>Ted Dekker</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>Revell.</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Starless Sea</em></td>
<td>Erin Morgenstern</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Steal Assassin</em></td>
<td>Terry Brooks</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>Del Rey.</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Borrowed Souls</em></td>
<td>Chelsea Mueller</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>Skyrise. Paperbound</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Unseen Fire</em></td>
<td>Casper D. Lee</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>DAW Books. Paperbound</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hours of the Dragon</em></td>
<td>Robert E. Howard</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>Wildside. Paperbound</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The King Who Refused to Die</em></td>
<td>Zeb Talmadge</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Bear &amp; Company.</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Science Fiction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>The H.G. Wells Collection</em></td>
<td>H.G. Wells</td>
<td>9½+</td>
<td>HarperCollins.</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>River of Bones</em></td>
<td>Taylor Anderson</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>River of Bones</em></td>
<td>Ted R. White</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Low Chicago</em></td>
<td>George R.R. Martin</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Doctor Who–Dalek</em></td>
<td>K.A. Sturm</td>
<td>9½+</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Enchanted Village; Worlds Seen in Passing</em></td>
<td>Eric D. Northrup</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Futures Past</em></td>
<td>A.E. van Vogt</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Aliens: Bug Hunt</em></td>
<td>Jonathan Maberry</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Children of the Fleet</em></td>
<td>Orson Scott Card</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$28.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Outpost</em></td>
<td>W. Michael Gearon</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>DAW Books. Paperbound</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Low Chicago</em></td>
<td>George R.R. Martin</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Cosmos Exchange</em></td>
<td>Anthony Boucher</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Best American Science Fiction and Fantasy Today</em></td>
<td>J.J. Adams</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>HMH. Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Very Best of the Year's Best Science Fiction</em></td>
<td>Ed. by Gardner Dozois.</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Tor.com</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fantasy Novels & Story Collections**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>The Labyrinth Index</em></td>
<td>Charles Stross</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>Tor.</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Thanks For Last Night</em></td>
<td>Eve Langlais</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>St. Martin's</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Lost Plot</em></td>
<td>Genevieve Cogman</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>Ace. Paperbound</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>City of Lies</em></td>
<td>Sam Hawke</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$28.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mystic Dragon</em></td>
<td>Jason Denzel</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>Tor.</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Deep Roots</em></td>
<td>Ruthanna Emrys</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>Tor.</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Devil's Right Hand</em></td>
<td>Lilith Saintcrow</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>Orbit. Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rise of the Mystics</em></td>
<td>Ted Dekker</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>Revell.</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
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<td>228</td>
<td>DAW Books. Paperbound</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hours of the Dragon</em></td>
<td>Robert E. Howard</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>Wildside. Paperbound</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The King Who Refused to Die</em></td>
<td>Zeb Talmadge</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Bear &amp; Company.</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>205</td>
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<tr>
<td><em>Aliens: Bug Hunt</em></td>
<td>Jonathan Maberry</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Children of the Fleet</em></td>
<td>Orson Scott Card</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$28.99</td>
</tr>
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<td><em>Outpost</em></td>
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<td>422</td>
<td>DAW Books. Paperbound</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
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<td><em>Low Chicago</em></td>
<td>George R.R. Martin</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
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<td>357</td>
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<tr>
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<td>Ed. by Gardner Dozois.</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Tor.com</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
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**Fantasy Novels & Story Collections**

<table>
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<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>The Labyrinth Index</em></td>
<td>Charles Stross</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>Tor.</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Thanks For Last Night</em></td>
<td>Eve Langlais</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>St. Martin's</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Lost Plot</em></td>
<td>Genevieve Cogman</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>Ace. Paperbound</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>City of Lies</em></td>
<td>Sam Hawke</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>Tor. Paperbound</td>
<td>$28.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mystic Dragon</em></td>
<td>Jason Denzel</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>Tor.</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Deep Roots</em></td>
<td>Ruthanna Emrys</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>Tor.</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Devil's Right Hand</em></td>
<td>Lilith Saintcrow</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>Orbit. Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rise of the Mystics</em></td>
<td>Ted Dekker</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>Revell.</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Starless Sea</em></td>
<td>Erin Morgenstern</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Steal Assassin</em></td>
<td>Terry Brooks</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>Del Rey.</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Borrowed Souls</em></td>
<td>Chelsea Mueller</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>Skyrise. Paperbound</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Unseen Fire</em></td>
<td>Casper D. Lee</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>DAW Books. Paperbound</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hours of the Dragon</em></td>
<td>Robert E. Howard</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>Wildside. Paperbound</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The King Who Refused to Die</em></td>
<td>Zeb Talmadge</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Bear &amp; Company.</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LOVE AND ROCKETS: The Covers. By Gilbert Hernandez et al. From the very first issue, Love and Rockets’ art has subverted, contradicted, and celebrated the history of comics. For the first time, these iconic covers from both the comic book series and the Harvey Hernandez are assembled and collected in one gorgeous volume. Funtastic Graphics. Pub. at $35.00


THE FANTASTIC FOUR 1961-62, VOLUME 1. By Stan Lee. When scientific genius Reed Richards led his future wife Susan, her brother Johnny Storm and his friend Ben Grimm to fight the stars, their date with destiny was set. During the flight disaster struck, ending each of them with incredible powers! Collects The Fantastic Four #1-233. Paperbound. Pub. at $43.00.

SOLD OUT


LIMITED QUANTITY 3837386 HIGH-RISE INVASION, VOLUME 5-6. By Tsuchi Mina. If you survive the slaughter, you can claim the greatest reward! But watch your step—it’s a long way down! In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.


LIMITED QUANTITY 3842907 BEASTS OF AOKIAGE, VOLUME 2. By Spica Aoki. As punishment for disrupting the class, Nina and Roy find themselves working at the secret parties held by the school’s human instructors. But Nina’s duties quickly become far more sinister than just waiting tables. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3838756 INVASION, VOLUME 5-6. LIMITED QUANTITY 3837157 DEVILMAN GRIOMOIRE, VOLUME 3. By Go Nagai. The time of devilmaking’s full revival draws closer. Again, the son stands only the trailer Amon. The strongest demons from across the world descend upon Japan, seeking Akira’s life, even the Lord Satan himself! It’s one demon against the world, but Amon won’t hesitate to kill anyone who stands in his way. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837145 DID I SAY TO MAKE MY ABILITIES AVERAGE IN THE NEXT LIFE?! VOLUME 2. By Funa. What makes a heroine? The problem is her skills. But first, Saori and her friends are ready to prove themselves on the battlefield and graduate, they have to master a few new skills. And put their abilities to the test in B&W. 178 pages. $4.95.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837165 BOMBSHELL, VOLUME 2. By Go Nagai. The time of devilmaking’s full revival draws closer. Again, the son stands only the trailer Amon. The strongest demons from across the world descend upon Japan, seeking Akira’s life, even the Lord Satan himself! It’s one demon against the world, but Amon won’t hesitate to kill anyone who stands in his way. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837175 BOMBSHELL, VOLUME 3. By Go Nagai. The time of devilmaking’s full revival draws closer. Again, the son stands only the trailer Amon. The strongest demons from across the world descend upon Japan, seeking Akira’s life, even the Lord Satan himself! It’s one demon against the world, but Amon won’t hesitate to kill anyone who stands in his way. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837185 GRIOMOIRE, VOLUME 4. By Go Nagai. The time of devilmaking’s full revival draws closer. Again, the son stands only the trailer Amon. The strongest demons from across the world descend upon Japan, seeking Akira’s life, even the Lord Satan himself! It’s one demon against the world, but Amon won’t hesitate to kill anyone who stands in his way. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837195 BOMBSHELL, VOLUME 4. By Go Nagai. The time of devilmaking’s full revival draws closer. Again, the son stands only the trailer Amon. The strongest demons from across the world descend upon Japan, seeking Akira’s life, even the Lord Satan himself! It’s one demon against the world, but Amon won’t hesitate to kill anyone who stands in his way. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837205 GRIOMOIRE, VOLUME 5. By Go Nagai. The time of devilmaking’s full revival draws closer. Again, the son stands only the trailer Amon. The strongest demons from across the world descend upon Japan, seeking Akira’s life, even the Lord Satan himself! It’s one demon against the world, but Amon won’t hesitate to kill anyone who stands in his way. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837215 BOMBSHELL, VOLUME 5. By Go Nagai. The time of devilmaking’s full revival draws closer. Again, the son stands only the trailer Amon. The strongest demons from across the world descend upon Japan, seeking Akira’s life, even the Lord Satan himself! It’s one demon against the world, but Amon won’t hesitate to kill anyone who stands in his way. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837225 GRIOMOIRE, VOLUME 6. By Go Nagai. The time of devilmaking’s full revival draws closer. Again, the son stands only the trailer Amon. The strongest demons from across the world descend upon Japan, seeking Akira’s life, even the Lord Satan himself! It’s one demon against the world, but Amon won’t hesitate to kill anyone who stands in his way. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837235 THE LURID TALE. By Hisayuki Shibata. At the world of superheroes, there is one city unlike any other, a haven for the sick and twisted, kept in check by an evil dictator, the Bomb Queen. But even in this upside-down place, where citizens rejoice in a superheroes ban, prisons are closed, and chaos reigns, the list of do-gooders is a mile long. Collects Bomb Queen and Bomb Queen VI #1-4. Adults only. Image Comics. Pub. at $24.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3837245 BOMBSHELL, VOLUME 6. By Go Nagai. The time of devilmaking’s full revival draws closer. Again, the son stands only the trailer Amon. The strongest demons from across the world descend upon Japan, seeking Akira’s life, even the Lord Satan himself! It’s one demon against the world, but Amon won’t hesitate to kill anyone who stands in his way. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.
LIMITED QUANTITY 3842266 SPECIES DOMAIN, VOLUME 4. By Shunsuke Noro. Hanei tricks Kazamori into helping her create the perfect date for Ohki. The elf thinks that Hanei will be the one joining him, but it’s actually a date for Ohki and Kazamori. With a sense of humor, Kazamori wants to go riding, there are plenty of chances for things to go awry. Will it be the perfect date or the perfect disaster? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3842274 SPECIES DOMAIN, VOLUME 5. By Shunsuke Noro. Hanei tricks Kazamori into helping her create an end and the Creativ Cliv is determined to make the most of it, which means going on a picnic and testing Ohki’s flying device. While elf girl Kazamori just wants to focus on making happy memories with everyone, her friends try to push her and Ohki together. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

Akuma no Riddle, Volume 5. By Yuki Rouge. With Haru living in a domum full of assassins, Tokaku has taken on the duty of keeping her safe. But after emerging victorious from a hard battle with Sumireko, it turns out that the last obstacle standing between her and Ohki is Kazamori. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

Limited Quantity 3836932 12 BEAST, VOLUME 6. By Okayado. Eita and Freki are trying to find Suu. They’ve discovered who’s been kidnaping! Now they must figure out how to use its unique abilities to defeat Hunter and his powerful rigs and protect the werewolves—all without killing each other in the process. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

3836975 ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE DUKE’S DAUGHTER, VOLUME 2. By Reia. It’s used to be an ordinary office drone and one day a giant with a blue ointment is saved by a 12 year old boy exorcist named Shokou! Now Iris is determined to use her real skill to bring the murderer to justice. But maybe there’s hope for the Rebel cause when a crew of new heroes sets out on a desperate mission to steal the plans to the threat. Collects Star Wars: Rogue One: Accomplishments of the Duke’s Daughter, Volumes 1 & 2. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.


Limited Quantity 3820707 SAINT SEiya, Vol. 4: Saintia Sho. By Masami Kurumada. Sanctuary, the headquarters of the Saints, has been infiltrated by a corrupt leader and only Athena can stop him. As tensions rise between the gods and the Saints draw near, will Shoko and the rest of the Saintia be strong enough to protect their goddess? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

Limited Quantity 3756432 CASTLE: Richard Castle’s Unholy Storm. By Cullen Bunn. When the daughters of three high-powered international businesses are discovered dead in New York, the NYPD scrambles to bring them justice. But after a fourth girl is found mutilated in a pool of her own blood, her prestigious French family hires Derrick Storm to run his own investigation and find the killer. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

Limited Quantity 3793281 DREAMIN SUN, Volume 1. By M. Powers. Hawaiian feelings out of place in her own home. Her mother is dead and her father and step-mom only seem to care about Shimana’s six-month old baby brother. When Shimana decides to skip school and runs away to a nearby park, she stumbles upon a mysterious man in a kimono who will help her find a place of her own. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.
Limited quantity 3856947

**ADULT TIME: A Baby Blues Collection, No. 3.** By R. Kirkman & J. Scott. From the dark days of sleep deprivation to the cacophony of a tri-famly, this year’s worth of Wednesday reads. Fully illustrated in color with 180 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10/18x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

Limited quantity 3869518


**3861117**

**KRAZY KAT COLLECTION: Selected Sunday Strips 1916-1919.** By George Herriman. This collection presents choice strips dating from the years 1916 and 1919 of the long-running series. A perennial favorite of artists and intellectuals, it appeared in newspapers for nearly thirty years. This new collection brings back into print the beginning of the Krazy Kat series. Includes original comic strips, feature illustrations, rough sketches, a 24 page book and more. Over 5 hours of content. Andrews McMeel. 10¾x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3799355**


**3810046**


**3768173**


**6596706**

**GASOLINE ALLEY, VOLUME TWO: The Complete Sundays, 1923-1925.** By Frank King. Fully illustrated in color. 128 pages. Dark Horse. 12½x18¼. Pub. at $75.00. **$13.95**

**3700275**


**6922295**


**3700353**


**3788997**


---

**MOTHER IS COMING: A Fox Trot Collection.** By Bill Amend. From the walls of Westerly to the highways of society, the word is out: no new Fox Trot volume is here! The latest collection of this popular comic strip features more than two years of Fox family antics, spiced with all the usual collisions, nerdery, and silliness fans have come to expect. Fully illustrated in color. 224 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. **$11.95**

**2921192**

**BETTER OR FOR WORSE, VOLUME ONE: The Complete Library, 1979-1982.** By Lynn Johnston. Since it debuted in 1979, the world has watched the Patterson family grow up in real time and to many readers they feel like family. Includes more than 200 Sunday reprints, most of Pastis’ cynical humor, sharp wit, and clever wordplay comics from the beginning. With all of the Sunday comics printed in their original color. SHOPWORN. 258 pages. IDW Publishing. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $39.99. **$14.95**

**6811092**

**WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK: “The Lost Peg Leg Mine”.** By Carl Barks. Hot on the trail of a secret treasure lost in a forgotten mine, Uncle Scrooge, Donald, and the nephews find they’re not alone—it’s guarded by ghosts! And when Huey, Dewey, and Louie hear about a runaway train, they use their Junior Woodchuck skills to figure out how to prevent disaster, and more! Fully illustrated in color. 140 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $13.00. **$9.99**

**2900232**

**I ONLY KNOW THIS FOR ME: A Pearls Before Swine Treasury.** By Stephan Pastis. The series you know and love delivers another tour de force, featuring both daily black and white and Sunday color strips. Once again, Rat, Pig, Goat, and Zebra give us their hilariously caustic and endlessly inept conversations on everything from politics to pop culture. 248 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. **$11.95**

**2900283**

**PEARLS GETS SACRIFICED: A Pearls Before Swine Treasury.** By Stephan Pastis. The series you know and love delivers another tour de force, featuring both daily black and white and Sunday color strips. Once again, Rat, Pig, Goat, and Zebra give us their hilariously caustic and endlessly inept conversations on everything from politics to pop culture. 248 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. **$11.95**

**2900264**

**I SCREAM, YOU SCREAM, WE SCREAM BECAUSE PUNS SUCK.** By Stephan Pastis. Rat, Pig, Goat, and Zebra give us their caustic and endlessly inept conversations on everything from politics to pop culture. 248 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. **$11.95**

**3857328**

**PEARLS TAKES A WRONG TURN.** By Stephan Pastis. This treasury is full of Pastis’ cynical humor, sharp wit, and clever commentary. The regular Pearls clan weighs in on everything from current topics to current events to human nature. Includes all cartoons from I Scream, You Scream, We All Scream. Because Puns Suck and Rounding Foul Montana, plus some of 254 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. **$9.95**

**3767930**

**NO YELLING! A Baby Blues Collection.** By R. Kirkman & J. Scott. For more than 25 years the MacPherson family has brought us this by, the word, and poignancy of raising three children to funny pages worldwide in this popular comic strip. This collection reveals the world’s newest superpower: shining a comedic light on everything from dealing with picky eaters to too much screen time. Featuring both daily black and white and Sunday color strips, 206 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10/18x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. **$7.95**

---

**LIME**

**3865894**

**ADULT TIME: A Baby Blues Collection, No. 3.** By R. Kirkman & J. Scott. From the dark days of sleep deprivation to the cacophony of a tri-famly, this year’s worth of Wednesday reads. Fully illustrated in color with 180 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10/18x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**3705160**

**I GO POGO.** By Walt Kelly. This compilation features comics from the election year of 1952, during which Pogo’s neighbors encouraged the reluctant possum to run for president. Kelly’s sly humor and flair for creative language retain their imaginative verve for comics enthusiasts in the twenty-first century. Fully illustrated. 180 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**3786102**

**KRAZY & IGNATZ 1916-1918: The George Herriman Library.** The hilarious, masterpiece Krazy Kat graced the pages of America’s newspapers for thirty years. This new collection of the full sized Sunday pages brings back into print the beginning of the love triangle of Krazy Kat, Ignatz Mouse, much. Office Fuzz, and the first three years of this comic strip considered by many to be greatest ever created. Fully illustrated. 184 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x13¾. Pub. at $35.00. **$26.95**

**DVD**

**3659355**


---

See more titles at erhbc.com/827
4388365 THE SCRIBBLE SQUAD IN THE WEIRD WILD WEST. By Donald Ross. Best friends Rumpus, Taj, Phil, and Philox are thrilled for the chance to make their first real mural, but when they fall into the world of their own epic painting, they suddenly have to face down the pile of Wildhorses, cattlestampedes, and buzzing buzzlees of their own creation. Ages 8-12. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Printers Row. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $11.95.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

4388936 THE G-MAN SUPER JOURNAL: Awesome Origins. By Chris Giarrusso. Michael G has to keep a journal in Mrs. Rasario’s class at school. Naturally, Mikey writes about his ambition to gain superpowers. Because in Mikey’s world, superheroes are real. But how can real superheroes be? And if he does get them, what will he do with them? Ages 10 & up. Well illus. $9.95

4387903 DISNEY DUMBO. By Z. Penn & J. Whedon. Little, Brown. Pub. at $11.00


PRICE CUT to $14.95


PRICE CUT to $14.95


PRICE CUT to $14.95


Short Story Anthologies

3844937 IN THE PINES: 5 Murder Ballads. By Erik Kriek. Collects five graphic narrative ballads about love, lust, and the spirit of the murder ballad tradition and prove that the deepest darkness harbors tales that daylight would never tolerate. Fully illus., some color, 136 pages. Fantagraphics. 8x11. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95


3850381 NIGHT HAWKS: Stories. By Charles Johnson. These stories convey messages of tolerance, hope, and a wish to enlighten and change us as we read. 177 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3844099 NOT SO STORIES. Ed. by David Thomas Moore. Writers of color from around the world reclaim Kipling’s stories and remake them into something new, something different, and something that belongs to us all. Includes stories by Adiwiyanjwa Isakdar, Joseph Elliott, and Alan G. Smith, plus short stories by Frank Hotston, Zina Hutton, Georgina Kamiska, Cassandra Khaw, and others. 356 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95

3844560 STRAIGHT OUTTA DOODGE CITY. Ed. by David Boop. It’s the final showdown between heroes and darkness in the Old West. Humans versus monsters. Supernatural beings versus greater evils—with a dosis of humanism thrown in for good measure. Fourteen of these four-color, paperbound stories, 258 pages. Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

3844366 CONSTANCE FENIMORE WOLCOTT: Collected Stories. Ed. by Howard Frank Mosher. Set in the Great River region, the post- Civil War South and Europe, and often concerning outsiders, these twenty-three stories struggle with their identities and refusal to smooth out ambiguities and tensions. Wolcott is long overdue for rediscovery. 724 pages. Library at $40.00 $29.95

3855649 THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES 2019. Ed. by Anthony Doerr. This collection of twenty-five stories delivers a diverse, addictive group exploring everything from America’s rich cultural to its online teen culture to the fragility of the therapeutic world. 372 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95

3812677 FROM SEA TO STORMY SEA. Ed. by Lawrence Block. Gathered together the best of the best short fiction to produce an anthology of seventeen short stories based on masterpieces of American art. An outstanding collection with wry, diverting stories united by theme and color but beautifully illustrated with color reproductions of the seventeen paintings. 257 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95 $14.95

608991 THE EMERALD LIGHT IN THE AIR: Stories. By Donald Antrim. This collection of seven stories, published over the last fifteen years in The New Yorker, makes it clear that Antrim is one of America’s most important writers. Titles include An Actor Prepares; Pond, with Mud; Solace; Another Manhattan; He Knew; Ever Since; and The Emerald Light in the Air. 156 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

3818705 CHEKHOV SELECTED STORIES. By Anton Chekhov. A collection of thirteen stories that display the breadth and variety of Chekhov’s genius, one of the world’s most accomplished short-story writers. Each of these short-edible stories is a gem. The editor’s collection includes gilded-edge pages and a ribbon bookmark. 306 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


3874706 THE BEST SUPERNATURAL TALES OF ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE. Selected by E. F. Bleiler. 302 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95 $4.95


3778859 STORIES OF MOTHERHOOD. Ed. by Diana Secker Tesdell. 343 pages. Everyman’s Library. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95


2992007 MURDER MAYHEM SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $3.95


Price Cut to $5.95

Short Stories

3818711 JAPANESE MYTHS. Ed. by Jake Jackson. Japan’s mythology is alive with gods, spirits and monsters. It draws on Buddhism, Shinto and oral tradition to explain the nature of the world and the island of Japan. From tales of the Sun Goddess, Amaterasu, to the exploits of heroes Yoshitsune and Benkei, the bitter-sweet romance of The Star Lovers, this collection is a treat. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

3792711 SOLDIER STORIES: 100 Years of American Heroes from Boot Camp to the Home Front. By Lowell Thomas. From World War I to World War II, this collection of stories honors the men and women of America’s armed forces, providing a powerful retrospective on the horrors of war, the valor of our soldiers, and the camaraderie, humor that springs from military bureaucracy, in defending American values. 234 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3893975 THE WORLD OF LORE: Mysteries of War. Ed. by Aaron Mahine. The host of the hit podcast Lore serves as a guide on a fascinating journey through the history of these terrifying creatures, exploring not only the stories that they tell us about ourselves. This volume includes some of the best stories from the podcast, such as They Made a Tonic; Passed Notes; and The Book of Ghouls. 299 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

3846018 FAIRY TALES: A collector edition with gilded edges and ribbon bookmark that brings together three hundred of the most popular of Aesop’s tales. Includes all the age-old-favorites such as the wily fox, the vengeful centaur, the hungry wolf, and the steady tortoise. Features illustrations by Arthur Rackham, the leading decorative illustrator of the Edwardian period. 256 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

3871169 GRIMM’S FAIRY TALES. By Jacob & Wilhelm Grimm. The two Grimm’s brothers have entertained and frightened children and adults alike. The lives of Tom Thumb, Coppelok, the predatory cat and the wily fox are just a few of the timeless tales that the Brothers Grimm have brought together in this magnificent introduction to Skye as well as a journey around the island, introducing a huge world of natural beauty. In this classic edition, first published in 1814, the authors take the reader on a journey around the island, introducing a huge world of tales and legends. The result is a magnificent introduction to Skye as well as a foray into Skye’s folk traditions, its legends and its history. 244 pages. Origin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

3792080 CHINESE FAIRY TALES AND LEGENDS. By Otto Swire. To many people the Scottish island of Skye is a place of extraordinary natural beauty. In this classic edition, first published in 1912, the authors take the reader on a journey around the island, introducing a huge world of tales and legends. The result is a magnificent introduction to Skye as well as a foray into Skye’s folk traditions, its legends and its history. 244 pages. Origin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95


Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Short Stories


More Fiction

3753476 CHRISTMAS CAKE MURDER. By Joanie Huke. With her dream of opening The Cookie Jar taking shape, Hannah Swensen’s life resembles the hectic December hustle and bustle in Lake Eden—especially when a Yuletide murder happens! As she prepares to run a bakery, it’ll be a true miracle if she can prevent another Yuletide murder by solving a mystery as dense as a Christmas fruitcake. 270 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

★ 3699987 THE BLESSING: Amish Cooking Class. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. More than recipes are exchanged at the Trolley Farm where Lyle and Heidi once again open up their Ohio home to those seeking to learn about Amish cooking. Friendships form, a romance blossoms, and hearts receive healing—whether consumed or enlivened, cleansing or hurting heart. 308 pages. Shiloh Run.

★ 6824544 THE DOG WHO WAS THERE. By Ron Marasco. No one expects to have a Yuletide that is passionless, hungry, and struggling to survive in first century Jerusalem. Most surprisingly, he was a dog. But through barley’s eyes, the story of a teacher from Galilee comes alive in a way we’ve never experienced before. 262 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

★ 3831163 GO SET A WATCHMAN. By Harper Lee. Set against a backdrop of civil rights tensions and political turmoil, Jean Louise Finch, now 27 years old, returns home to Alabama to visit her aging father, Atticus. But disturbing truths about her close-Knit family, the town, and those closest to her. 278 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99

★ 3857883 THE WASHINGTON DECREE. By Jussi Adler-Olsen. Before Senator Bruce Jansen was elected president of the United States, a PR stunt brought together five very different people. Despite their differences, the five remained bonded by their shared experience and devotion to their candidate. But triumph is tragically short lived when the first lady is assassinated on election night. 569 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00

★ 2959858 TENDING ROSES. By Lisa Wingate. When Kate Bowman temporarily moves to her grandfather’s Missouri farm with her husband and baby son, she learns that the lessons that her grandfather often casually imparted—expected of her by her—now she discovers her grandma’s hand-made journal, full of stories that enrich our lives of ten come unexpectedly. Here she discovers an angel in her backyard garden. As she tends the roses, she begins to understand the difficult things about God recently. Framed as a series of conversations between Jenn and her guardian angel, this charming novel is based on real events. 224 pages. Howard. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

★ 3768722 COME TO THE GARDEN. By Jennifer Wilder Morgan. Jenn, a Texas girl, is安排 handle up on being born to discover an angel in her backyard garden. The angel, who calls herself Margaret, is charming and funny, and she knows that Jenn is the only one in the world who can tell her about God. Jenn has some things about God recently. Framed as a series of conversations between Jenn and her guardian angel, this charming novel is based on real events. 224 pages. Howard. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

★ 3838213 I AM HALF-SICK OF SHADOWS. By Alan Bradley. It’s Christmastime, and Flavia de Luce, the young English amateur sleuth, has been asked to babysit a truck filled with essential goods to a desolate land. They are among the few in the world, as far as they know, to have survived a devastating virus that has swept over the planet. Nico, though only a boy, is an excellent marksman, and is destined to be Scrooge’s doornail. It’s up to Jules and her helpers to try to find out who’s guilty of murder. 315 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

★ 3829642 FEVER. By Deon Meyer. Nico Storm and his father, Willern, drive a truck filled with essential supplies through a desolate land. They are among the few in the world, as far as they know, to have survived a devastating virus that has swept over the planet. Nico, though only a boy, is an excellent marksman, and is destined to be Scrooge’s doornail. It’s up to Jules and her helpers to try to find out who’s guilty of murder. 315 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

★ 3754340 FEVER. By Deon Meyer. Nico Storm and his father, Willern, drive a truck filled with essential supplies through a desolate land. They are among the few in the world, as far as they know, to have survived a devastating virus that has swept over the planet. Nico, though only a boy, is an excellent marksman, and is destined to be Scrooge’s doornail. It’s up to Jules and her helpers to try to find out who’s guilty of murder. 315 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

★ 3752990 A CUP OF HOLIDAY FEAR. By Ellie Alexander. Ashland, Oregon, looks as pretty as a postcard this holiday season. The halls are decked, stockings hung, and eyes are all wide. Jules Capshaw and her staff at her bakery, are busier than ever. But while hosting a local feast, one of the guests ends up as dead as Scrooge’s doornail. It’s up to Jules and her helpers to try to find out who’s guilty of murder. 315 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

★ 3869217 THE FRIEND. By Sigrid Nunez. When a woman unexpectedly loses her lifelong best friend, she finds herself burdened with the unwieldy dog he had left behind. Her battle against grief is intensified by the mute suffering of the dog, traumatized by the inexplicable disappearance of its master. This story celebrates the healing power of human– canine devotion. 212 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

★ 3756181 MARRY CHRISTMAS MURDER. By Stephanie Blackmore. As professional wedding planner Mallory Shepard organizes a Christmas–age wedding, with a passion obstacles are starting to outnumber Santa’s reindeer. Soon Mallory is left with a murder to solve—among other mysteries involving a missing reindeer, a local feast, one of the guests ends up as dead as Scrooge’s doornail. It’s up to Jules and her helpers to try to find out who’s guilty of murder. 315 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

★ 3756211 MURDER IN THE FIRST EDITION. By Lauren Elliott. Addie Greybome is preparing for the holidays at her bookshop in southeast New England. 1843 copy of A Christmas Carol to the charity auction. But when the woman who’s in charge of the auction is found dead, and the valuable first edition isn’t found, Addie finds out if she can appraise people’s motives as appraise rare books. 315 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 3772825 APPLE CIDER SLAYING. By Juliana Lindley. Blossom Valley is about to be swept by a storm that makes all the difference. 379 pages. MIRA.

★ 3772950 PROMISE, TEXAS. By Debbie Macomber. Ellie Alexander. Ashland, Oregon, looks as pretty as a postcard this holiday season. The halls are decked, stockings hung, and eyes are all wide. Jules Capshaw and her staff at her bakery, are busier than ever. But while hosting a local feast, one of the guests ends up as dead as Scrooge’s doornail. It’s up to Jules and her helpers to try to find out who’s guilty of murder. 315 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 3772920 CRIME, TEXAS. By Debbie Macomber. Ellie Alexander. Ashland, Oregon, looks as pretty as a postcard this holiday season. The halls are decked, stockings hung, and eyes are all wide. Jules Capshaw and her staff at her bakery, are busier than ever. But while hosting a local feast, one of the guests ends up as dead as Scrooge’s doornail. It’s up to Jules and her helpers to try to find out who’s guilty of murder. 315 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 3775076 DEATH OF A NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOLAR. By Laura Levine. Scotty Parker, a former TV–radio–an–neighborhood scholar. But when a body is discovered at Buckshaw, the de Luces’ decaying English estate, Flavia must whip up a concoction to ensnare Saint Nick. 315 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

★ 3845974 The HELLFIRE CLUB. By Jake Larkin. Charlie Mander, a WWII veteran and popular academic, is an unlikely congressman. Thrust into office by his powerful–brother’s family connections. Charlie is determined to serve the country to which he paid the ultimate sacrifice. He quickly learns that however that in 1950s Washington, little is as it seems. 342 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00

★ 286656X LARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING. By Scott Kenemore. It’s the Christmasmertime in Caephyll and Meg, full of holiday spirit, is helping with the town’s festivities. While directing a nativity pageant, she finds herself in the manger: a live baby. A note from the mother says it’s time for the father to take care of her—and implicates Meg’s brother Rob as the father.

★ 3739913 SEASON TO CELEBRATE. By Fern Michaels. Mimi and her current boyfriends celebrate Christmas with four stories of the special way the holidays warm our hearts. Titles include: A Christmas Homecoming by Fern Michaels; An Unexpected Gift by Donna Kauffman; A Christmas Carol by Julie Miller; and A Christmas Story by Priscilla Oliveras. 389 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

★ 3880541 INDIVISIBLE. By Travis Thrasher. Darren and Heather Turner share a passion for serving God, family, and country. When Darren is deployed to Iraq as an army chaplain, he must serve military families back home as she cares for the couple’s three young children. Based on a true story. 321 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

★ 3884775 STATION ELEVEN. By Emily St. John Mandel. It is the near future, when a typhoon and reality TV star improbably wins his party’s nomination for the presidency, pundits and analysts are as baffled as they are certain that he will lose the real election. Can a sudden candidate revealed to be a proud Zombie American simply be another stepping stone on a historic journey to the presidency? 261 pages. Tantalus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/827


SOLD OUT

WINTER STREET. By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. It’s been too long since all the Quinns have gathered under the same roof. As the snow falls, the Quinns are determined to be together as they prepare for a special reunion. Of course, it wouldn’t be a Quinn family get together without a liberal dose of surprise, intrigue and upheaval. Over eight hours on 8 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $25.00

SOLD OUT

THE MEDICAL EXAMINER: BookShots. By James Patterson with M. Paetro. Read by Kate Russell. Novella. A rich woman checks into a hotel room and entertains a man who is not her husband. A shocker blows in – this murder wounds this millionaire, leaving her for dead. Is it the perfect case for the Women’s Murder Club—or just the most twisted. Over two hours on 2 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $10.00

SOLD OUT

THE TRAIL: BookShots. By James Patterson with M. Paetro. Read by Kate Russell. Novella. A woman meets a stranger in a library. It is a cruel hoax or the real thing? By V. Flynn & K. Mills. Read by Scott Brick. When King Faisal’s nephew is discovered dead in the Egyptian desert, the president suspects that the Saudis never intended to live up to their secret, post 9/11 agreement. The royal family needs to be saved. A message from Mitch Rapp is just the catch. He has to do it all on his own. Over nine hours on 10 CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $39.99

SOLD OUT

ZO 2: BookShots. By James Patterson with M. DiLallo. Read by Jay Snyder & E. Shults. Zolo’s Zoo was just the beginning. The planet is still under siege by ferocious animals. Humans are their desperate prey. Except some humans are evolving, mutating into a savage species that could save civilization for ever. Over three hours on 1 CD. Hachette. Pub. at $10.00

SOLD OUT

DETECTIVE CROSS: BookShots. By James Patterson. Read by J. Jones. Novella. An anonymous caller has prank called Newt’s body is found at an upscale department store in New York City. Newt’s only connection to normal life is his old friend Doy. After 13 years, Newt’s body cools. This is a town on the brink. Fifteen hours on 12 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $39.99

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

11PM: BookShots. By James Patterson with P. Paetro. Read by Kate Russell. Novella. In New York City, two young men are found dead in a hotel room. Then another body is found – this one is a female. Jack and his partner, Soneji, track down the man who killed his mother. Is Soneji alive? Gary Soneji has been dead for over ten years. But his body is found. Detective Lindsay Boxer, and her husband are nowhere to be found. Over three hours on 3 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $10.00

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

THE FAMILY NEXT DOOR. By John Hart. Read by Scott Shepherd. A boy with a gun waits for the man who killed his mother. A troubled detective confronts her past in the aftermath of a brutal shooting. After 13 years in prison, a good cop walks free as, deep in the forest, the abdonned 3 churches have been turned to body cools. This is a town on the brink. Fifteen hours on 12 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99

SOLD OUT

THE TRIAL: BookShots. By V. Flynn & K. Mills. Read by Scott Brick. When King Faisal’s nephew is discovered dead in the Egyptian desert, the president suspects that the Saudis never intended to live up to their secret, post 9/11 agreement. The royal family needs to be saved. A message from Mitch Rapp is just the catch. He has to do it all on his own. Over nine hours on 10 CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $39.99

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT
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